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Foreword
 
MEREC was an exciting idea in its formative days, full of promise. It is no less exciting now,
five years later. The idea has become reality in three demonstration cities: Tacloban,
Philippines; Guarda, Portugal; and Phuket, Thailand. More than that, the MEREC conceptis spreading to other cities and rural centers in these countries, and the concept nowbrings with
it the full benefit of a flexible and adaptable planning and management approach, tried and
tested technologies, and an evaluation system that tracks impact sector by sector. 
The MEREC story began as an idea. Inspired by Richard Meyer's timely and pioneering book,Planningforan Urban World: The DesignofResourceConservingCities(The MIT Press, 1974),MEREC was developed by AID as a response to rapid urbanization and population growthin the face of high energy costs and increasing pressures on scarce natural resources, a
combination particularly hard on the developing countries. Dr. William R. Miner, Director
of the then Office of Urban Development in AID's Science and Technology Bureau,
encouraged his staff in the development of the idea, and it was later put into action by thatBureau's Office of Rural and Institutional Development. The underlying assumption was that
small but growing cities with most of their growth and expansion yet to come, could developinto the future using much more resource-conserving and economical approaches than had 
been practiced by the world's cities heretofore. 
The way in which the MEREC approach was developed is somewhat unusual. It required the
complete collaboration of the first MEREC demonstration city, Tacloban. The first MERECteam arrived in Tacloban in late 1981 to meet with Mayor Abdulia R. Cinco and her key
department heads with little more than the MEREC idea and a summary review of theliterature. The mayor liked the idea-that ways could be found in Tacloban to develop each 
sector of the city and the city itself in ways that would not only save scarce resources like land,water, electricity, and fuel, but also stimulate private initiative and development in the process.
She also warmed to the realization that the team did not come armed with preconceivednotions about how to carry out a MEREC project, that she and the city would have to help
create the MEREC implementation process, and that this "pretest" in Tacloban was an 
integral part of the development of the MEREC project. 
The enthusiastic support of the mayor and the city was engaged and the basic MEREC
approach was created largely through their efforts, assisted by MEREC consultants for AID
and several private consulting firms. The global MEREC project was approved within AID,thanks in large measure to the pioneering work done in the Philippines. The Tennessee ValleyAuthority was selected to implement the project for AID based on its experience in the resource field internationally and its more than 50 years of work assisting with the planning
and development of small towns and cities in the TVA areas. 
Work progressed in Tacloban and soon thereafter in the two other MEREC demonstration
sites. The MEREC approach was refined and improved through application but never lost itsunderlying strength-reliance on local people and institutions to develop local responses to thebasic MEREC challenge. That is why, as the reader will discover through reading this book,the MEREC approach differs in each of the demonstration cities but always achieves its energy
and resource-conserving objectives. 
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MEREC to date has been an experimental project. Those who shared in the risk taking werethe USAID field missions in the Philippines, Thailand, and Portugal, without whose initial andcontinued support and guidance the demonstrations would not have been possible; theTennessee Valley Authority and its highly effective and creative MEREC team led by JamesGober; the author of this book, Avrom Bendavid-Val, who served as a consultant andinspiration and energy source throughout much of the project; and most important, the hostgovernments and the MEREC cities themselves, without whose dedicated and resourcefulleaders, technicians, administrators, entrepreneurs, and general citizenry, there would be noMEREC concept or project. In Washington, those sharing in the risk were the Asia and NearEast Bureau of AID, which helped in the selection of and continued liaison with the threeMEREC countries, and the leadership of AID's Bureau for Science and Technology which
 
approved, funded, and encouraged this endeavor.
 
The risk phase of MEREC is over. 
 The concept has proved adaptable to and effective in avariety of different situations. Already MEREC is being promoted and adopted in thePhilippines, Thailand, and Portugal beyond the initial demonstration cities. The challenge andthe opportunity now are to move the MEREC approach and its consequences into the global 
arena. 

Eric Chetwynd, Jr., Acting Director 
Office of Rural and Institutional Development
Bureau for Science and Technology 
U.S. Agency for International Development 
Washington, D.C. 20523 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
About The MER EC Project 

Toward the end of the 1970s, the Agency for Interna-
tional Development became concerned about the heavy
and growing urban demands on scarce energy and natu-
ral resources in developing countries. Research showed 
that unless cities found ways to improve the quality of 
urban life with relatively less resource consumption, 
unless they found ways to provide public services more 
efficiently, and unless they found ways to create new 
resources, their futures were bleak. Current trends in 
urbanization rates combined with rates of growth in 
urban consumption or destruction of fuels, land, water, 
wood, and other natural resources simply could not be 
sustained for long. 
Most efforts to address the concern, by AID and other 
donors, concentrated on metropolitan areas. This stands 
to reason, since big cities are the largest, most intensive, 
and most dependent consumers of energy and natural 
resources. 

But AID noted that smaller cities offered opportunities 
to build energy and resource efficiency into urban sys-
tems that were still in early stages of formation. If local 
transportation systems, waste management methods, 
water supply systems, building designs, industrial tech-
nologies, and land use patterns in smaller growing cities 
could be structured and managed for resource efficiency, 
those cities might never face the massive problems now 
confronting the large cities. Moreover, in smaller cities, 
existing resource inefficiencies often could still be cor-
rected through relatively modest measures. Finally, 
experience indicated that institutional frameworks in 
smaller cities tend to be more accessible and flexible, 
making coordinated and timely responses to energy and 
resource concerns easier io achieve. 
A decision was made to undertake an action-research 
and demonstration project concerned with improving 
energy and resource efficiency in rapidlygrowing smaller 
cities of secondary and smaller size. The project was 
named Managing Energy and Resource Efficient 

Cities-MEREC. It was developed and managed bywhat
is now AID's Regional and Resource Development 
Division, Office of Rural and Institutional Development, 
in the Bureau for Science and Technology. 
AID's project planners reviewed available models for 
energy and resource projects but found in them little 
practical design guidance. They knew that the project
should include multisectoral demonstrations in several 
selected cities and that each demonstration should in
volve leaders from all relevant agencies. But experimen
tation would be needed to figure out just what sort of 
approach to follow in the demonstration cities. This 
would be a learning-based project in which both the 
demonstration cities and AID would learn together what 
needs to be done. 
To help in the learning process, AID enlisted the partici
pation of the Office of Natural Resources and Economic 
Development of the Tennessee ValleyAuthority (TVA).
TVA worked successfully with small towns in the Ten
nessee Valley of the United States for nearly 50 years. 
When TVA started in the Tennessee Valley, the charac
teristics of the Valley and its towns were very similar to 
those in many developing countries today. What TVA 
had learned about resource management in Tennessee 
Valley towns could be useful to cities participating in 
MEREC. Moreover, on the staff of TVA were technical 
specialists in a wide range of urban and natural resource 
management fields. Ifneeded, these specialists could be 
called on to support the efforts of MEREC cities. 
MEREC began with pilot testing in the city of Tacloban, 
Philippines, late in 1981. By mid-1982 MEREC was fully 
operational there. During 1983 two more demonstration 
cities were added: Guarda, Portugal, and Phuket, Thai
land. 

Where MEREC Worked 

MEREChasbeensuccessfullyatworkinthesethreevery 
different cities that range in population size from 40,000 
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to 100,000. Tacloban is a regional commercial and MEREC worked well in the three demonstration cities,administrative center and serves also as a small port. so it can be concluded that MEREC would probablyGuarda is a mountaintop town with a diversified econ- workwell in anysmall city that met the minimum criteria.omy and a cool climate. Phuket, also a regional admin- But another factor that was present in the three MERECistrative center, serves as a focal point for local tourism, demonstrations was supportive participation byall levelstin mining, and rubber plantations. The national admin- of government and the private sector. Without this, thereistrative systems of the Philippines, Portugal, and Thai- is very little that can be accomplished at the local level inland differ greatly; andthe extent of independent munici- developing countries.pal authority, technical capability, responsibility, and The early pilot-test experimentation in Tacloban enbudget control varies greatly between the three cities. abled the MEREC participants there, with the help of anCities were selected and offered the opportunity to be AID/TVA team, to develop a core design for localMEREC demonstration cities by AID with the help of MEREC planning processes. Each MEREC city wastheir national governments. While there were no eco- invited to elaborate and modify the core process to suitnomic, administrative, or geographic selection require- its own circumstances. But in every case the aim was toments, AID and TVA knew that MEREC would not

work everywhere. There had to be tangible local interest 

bring together local and national levels of government,

research institutions, and the private sector to identify,in a project that involved a serious planning exercise to design, implement, and demonstrate solutions to currentachieve greaterenergy and resource efficiency; there had resource-related problems; and to do so in a way thatto be sufficient local administrative and technical capac- would also establish long-term patterns of efficient enity to support a MEREC effort; and there had to be a ergy and resource use.recognized need for what MEREC promised. In short, TVA was instrumental in helping the three MERECthere had to be local interest, capability, and motivation demonstration cities learn from their own experiencesfor MEREC. These qualifications were translated into and from each other. TVA staff traveled between thea set of minimum criteria that a potential MEREC City three cities, sharing the lessons of experience, innovative 
ideas, and the solutions to common problems. They dealt1. 	 Local support for a MEREC project, expressed by with administrative issuesbetween the cities andAID, so e readiness of local leadership, including the as to minimize diversion from the MEREC process.mayor, to give time and high priority to MEREC They also helped prepare MEREC explanatory materiactivity, als based on experience during the Tacloban pilot test ase interest in improving the 	local planning and well as on experiencewith towns in the Tennessee Valley.management processes, and And they brought MEREC representatives of the three 

e concern for energy and resource efficiency. cities together on two occasions to share experience anddistill guidance, such as appears in this book, for other
2. 	 Technical, administrative, and financial feasibility of cities.a MEREC project, in that The MEREC planning processes led to packages of 10 to* there is a reasonably well-developed municipal 20 local resource-efficiency projects that each city impleadministration, mented. These included biogas digesters, rainwater e basic information requirements regarding re- collection systems, human waste fermentation tanks,r 'irces and urban sectors can be met, and master transportation plans, urban agriculture, land use• sufficient financial and personnel resources will plans, energy auditing, water system leak detection andbe available for the MEREC effort, repair, energy-efficient housing, and much more.3. 	 Need and usefulness of a MEREC project, in terms MEREC cities monitored and evaluated the resourceefficiency gains resulting from each project and conof the ducted educational programs about them for their citi

urgency of local need for greater resource effi- zens and for officials of other cities.ciency, During the AID-funded demonstration effort, MEREC* likelihood that MEREC will reinforce other cities received small amounts of technical assistanceongoing local development activity, and from TVA specialists in various fields. Yet the "new"e potential for replication in other cities of the technologies and approaches used in local MERECcountry. projects most often were already accessible in the city. 
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Introduction 

The MEREC planning process created the means and 
opportunity for them to surface and be put to effective 
use. 

Local project implementation started in the MEREC 
demonstration cities during 1984 and 1985. In all three 
cities, implementation was financed from a variety of 
sources in addition to MEREC implementat-n funds 
from AID. At the time of this writing, early 1987,
implementation of most local projects is complete, and a 
substantial amount of data on their resource-efficiency 
and development benefits is available. 

But in a sense, most of the projects will never really be 
"complete," because they represent permanent changes
in the way things are done in the MEREC cities. In all 
three cities, further planning, implementation, monitoring, experimentation, and educational workis continuing
ingwepei tatior, awith
without AID support. 

It is safe to say that elements of the MEREC approach
and philosophy are firmly established in each of the three 
demonstration cities, both among the public and among
local leadership. There is a generally heightened aware-
ness of the importance of good resource management
and ways to practice it, and there is a more coordinated 
and resource-based approach to addressing the needs of 
the city. It also is clear that local projects completed and 
under way will continue to provide resource and develop-
ment benefits for years to come. 
In addition, the groundwork seems to have been laid for 
expanded MEREC-related activity in the countries of 
each of the MEREC demonstration cities. In one 
country, MEREC has already been expanded to seven 
additional cities; in another, the MEREC approach is 
being used as a basis for strengtheninglocal rural govern-
ments; in the third, a MEREC conference for officials of 
small towns is being arranged in the MEREC city. In all 
three countries, one sees further applications of lessons 
learned through the MEREC demonstration. All this 
has no formal link with the original MEREC demonstra-
tion project, for which all funding and authority termi-
nate by mid-1987. 

About This Book 
The MEREC demonstration cities have refined a plan-
ning approach that brings together a wide variety of 

indigenous resources, expertise, and operating agencies 
to solve local resource-related problems; and to solve 
them through technological and management innova
tion. They have shown how improved management of 
urban resources increases development opportunities.
They have designed, installed, and documented innova
tive applications of resource-efficiency technologies.
They have shown how good plans can attract funds from 
other levels of government, the private sector, and donor 
agencies. They have provided models for forging new 
links among local government, the private sector, public
institutions, and centralgovernment agencies. Theyhaveproduced novel ideas for teaching resource awareness, 
and they have demonstrated how much can be accom
plished with local initiative and resources. 
This book is meant to help share the lessons of MEREC 

a wide audience. It aims especially to provideinformation useful to policymakers and program manag
ers. What is the MEREC approach? Who is involved in 
it? How does it work? What are the products? What are 
the costs and gains? What is needed to start it? What is 
needed to sustain it? What are some difficulties to be 
aware of? What kind of administrative capacity is 
needed? What kind of technical support is needed? 
What is a "resource-related" problem? What are the 
funding issues? Can it be employed in rural areas and 
cities of other size? 
The following chapter describes the first MEREC 
demonstration city. Chapter 3 discusses the overall 
MEREC approach as it has been refined through expe
rience. The next two chapters are devoted to the demon
strations in the other two MEREC cities. These chapters
highlight the consequences of the unique administrative 
and environmental circumstances of each city and de
scribe its local MEREC projects. Chapter 6 provides a 
summary of lessons learned from the MEREC demon
strations. It addresses specific questions that might be 
asked bypolicyrnakers and program managers interested 
in launching a MEREC-type effort in their own coun
tries. 

Thisbook complements other MEREC publications that 
provide technical specifications of local MEREC proj
ects, monitoring and evaluation data, MEREC training
material, and step-by-step guidance for a local MEREC
effort. These, and other sources for more information, 
are listed in the appendixes. 
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The City 

Tacloban is a tropical city with a population of alout 
100,000, well over 70% of which is low incomE. It is
located on the eastern shore of the island province ofKa4
Lcytc, on the eastern side of the central cluster of 
Philippine islands. Tacloban is Leyte's administrative 
center and a regional comercial center. The harbor and 
central commercial area bustles with passenger and 
trade activty on foot and in boats, buses, trucks, "jee F
n:eys," private vehicles, motorized tricycles, and carts, in 
a bazaar at mosphere. There are small, elegant housing 
districts here and there, but most prominent arc the largetracts of squatter settlements and public housing projJ 
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ccts, and thc many rural-styic homes that appcar to have 

rem aincd in place as thc town expanded out OVEr nearby
 
villages.
 
Tacloban is governed by an elected mayor, vice-mayor,
 
and city council. It has a wide variety of municipal
 
departments and offices, including a city assessor, cngi
necer, agricu~ltural officer, and development coordinator. 
The municipal government levies a property tax and a 
variety of fees. It is responsible for waste management 
and sanitation, land use planning, health services, local 
roads, drainagE, parks and recreation, building and 
construction permits, b)usiness licenses, public markets
and depots, and the like. 



Tacloban 

Local offices of national agencies are responsible for 
traffic planning and control, water supply, harbor man
agement, national roads that pass through the city, edu-
cation and school construction, police, and more. An 
electric cooperative linked to the national transmission 
authority is responsible for electricity distribution. Al
though it is not without its problems, a tradition of 
consultation and coordination among municipal authori-
ties and local branches of national authorities is fairly 
well established. 

Small city municipal government in the Philippir. s has 
more independent authority and responsibility, and 
more revenue collection capability, than is usually the 
case in developing countries. It is therefore not unusual 
for cities like Tacloban to take the initiative in major 
municipal improvement activities. Some authority that 
is distinctly municipal, however, is limited by a require
ment for central government endorsement. For ex
ample, while the city has responsibility for land use 
planning, and for building and use permits through which 
land use is controlled, the central government must 
approve the city's land use plan. for it to be a valid 
instrument. 

Thus, in Tacloban, the MEREC administrative context 
was one in which municipal officials and local represen
tatives of other levels of government were generally 
responsible for different major aspects of city manage-
ment. While there was reasonably good communication 
among representatives of the municipal and other levels 
of government, there was no precedent for a sustained 
collective effort that encompassed many aspects of city 
operations simultaneously, and that examined the inter
relationships amongvarious sectors ofmunicipal activity. 

MEREC in Tacloban 

The principal permanent participants in Tacloban's 
MEREC Steering Committee reflected the agencies 
with the greatest stake in what MEREC promised. They 
included: 

Municipal agencies: 

Office of the Mayor 
City Planning Office 
Public Services Office 
Public Works Office 
Office of the City Agriculturalist 
General Services Office 
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National/Regional agencies: The specific objectives in Tacloban's MEREC Strategy 
Leyte Water District reflected the following overall concerns about major
Police Department local resources. 
Electricity Cooperative Urban land was being used in a way that was becoming 

Other. an obstacle to development and in some cases was lying 
A private business leader idle when it could be put to use in the public interest. 

Consumption of expensive transportation fuel was veryOther national agencies, such as those for education, inefficient and added a cost to travel, commerce, and
housing, and energy, as well as other municipal offices, a municipal operations that put a brake on economic 
local university, private firms, and private sector repre- development and public service provision.sentatives were involved with the MEREC effort fordiffrentis erivo hed ithr pat tefforat fr Electric energy was used inefficiently, and in many casesdifferent priods. They either participated for a time in unnecessarily, and was unreliable. Potentials existed for

the MEREC Steering Committee, or they worked with developing local alternative energy sources.
 
the sectoral Working Groups for limited specific pur
poses. 
 Management of urban waste was expensive, and the 
In Tacloban, not only did the Steering Committee and dump site was unsightly, unsanitary, and fast running out 
Working Groups meet on a regular basis, but MEREC apacity.
progress was a formal agenda item at each monthly As familiespassedoutofpovertyandintothelowerlevels
meeting of municipal department heads. of the relative middle income group, their houses, 
The resources of major concern identified in Tacloban whether piivately or publicly built, tended to be con
were urban land, transport fuel, energy, urban waste,local building materials, and water, structed largely from materials imported to the area,such as cement, and to employ resource-inefficient

housing designs. This denied market toa potential 
The key urban sectors originally were land use, housing producers of local building materials and increased util
and construction, water/sewage/drainage, waste man- ity and public service costs. 
agement, electricity supply, and transportation. It will be 
recalled that Tacloban was the site of the MEREC pilot Bay water, an important food source, was becoming
test. As the pilot test was completed, a core MEREC polluted. There was considerable unnecessary use and 
process had been formulated, and Tacloban passed into system loss of potable water. 
its formal MEREC effort, another sector was added, On the basis of its MEREC Strategy, with resource-
MEREC education. This reflected the concern of the efficiency objectives spelled for each key urbanout 
mayor thatsight not belost ofwhat shefelt was aprincipal sector, the Steering Committee and Working Groups 
purpose of MEREC, educating the public about re- out MEREC Action Plan.hammered a Tacloban's 
source efficiency. Resource Situation Reports were original Action Plan contained the following projects:
prepared for each of the resources of major concern. Land use sector 
Primary responsibility for preparing them was taken by 
a representative of the agency most closely associated Use of idle land for food and fuelwood 
with the resource and that stood to derive the greatest production
benefit from more efficient use of it. These officials were Development of a new land use plan oriented
supported by their own staffs, and sometimes by special- to resource efficiency
ists from other agencies or by consultants. Housing and construction sector 
Tacloban then developed a MEREC Strategy and sum- Design and construction of eight demonstra
marized it in matrix format, as shown in an illustration in tion houses that are resource efficient and 
chapter 3. In fact, in Tacloban, as in the other two make use of local building materials 
demonstration cities, a preliminary matrix was devel- Design and demonstration of a low-cost 
oped that was subsequently refined through a succession energy-efficient cookstove made of local 
of discussions among members of the Steering Commit- materials 
tee and Working Groups. In its final form, Tacloban's 
MEREC Strategy even included specific objectives for Water/Sewage/Drainage sector 
the MEREC education sector. Reduction of water distribution losses 
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Design and installation of oxidation ponds to 
reduce bay pollution from the city slaugh-
terhouse 

Study of city slope system and development of 
a plan to roduce erosion and flood damage 

Waste management sector 
Design, fabrication, and installation of 

centralized waste containers in main 
commercial areas 

Design and installation of a biogas digester at 
the city slaughterhouse 

Design and installation of a sanitary landfill 
that would eventually create additional 
urban land 

Design and introduction of pushcarts to 
expand waste collection services 

Electricity supplysector 

Electric meter calibration to improve detec-
tion of system losses 

Study and recommendations for increasing
overall efficiency in electricity distribution 

Energy auditing and consultation program for 
large electricity users 

Transportation sector 
Development of a fuel-efficiency oriented 

master traffic and transportation plan 

Education sector 

Demonstration of the results of MEREC 
projects 

Classroom education program 
Public awareness program 

Some of these projects, such as the centralized waste 
containers, were carried out entirely by local staff of the 
participating organizations. Others, such as the slope
study, were carried out with the help ofoutside consult-
ants. In the case of the demonstration housing, design
and construction management was done by local staff,
but the fabrication of components and construction of 
the houses were contracted to local construction compa-
nies. In a few cases, such as the electricity supply sector, 
an expert from TVA visited briefly to provide advice and 
training to local staff. 
Tacloban's original MEREC Action Plan was perhaps
overly ambitious. Some of the projects in it were even-
tually combined, and some were postponed or substan-
tially modified because they turned out not to be feasible 
inTaclobanatthetime. For example, the oxidation pond 

at the slaughterhouse was combined with the biogas
digester as a waste management project, and the drain
age study was incorporated into the land use planning 
project. 
On the other hand, projects in Tacloban's "final" 
MERECAction Plan, which are described in the follow
ing section of this chapter, gave rise to further MEREC
related activities in the city. These spinoff MEREC 
activities were embraced as part of the MEREC effort 
and followed closely or even adopted by the Steering
Committee and relevant sectoral Working Groups. Here 
are some examples of MEREC spinoffs in Tacloban. 
Newprimay schooldesign. The Provincial Engineering
Office developed a primary school design based on
energy-efficiencyprinciples. The new design arose out of 
lessons learned and experience gained through expt. ri
mentation with eight different models of MERECdemonstration houses and features an energy-efficient 
roof design modeled after one of them. A new three
room school based on the design is planned for a site afew 
miles south of Tacloban. The model has been proposed
by the Ministry of Public Works as a standard design for 
new schools in the administrative region in which Taclo
ban is located and will be adopted if the prototype proves 
successful. 
Light-bulb bank. A city official in the Energy Working
Group organized a revolving light-bulb bank when he
heard about a low-energy light bulb that was available,but only in bulk orders. He convinced the Steering 
Committee to authorize the use of $2,000 of MEREC 
funds for an initial bulk order. City offices and local 
institutions purchase bulbs from the bank as they need 
them, and with the revenues the bank periodically replen
ishes the supply. The initial investment is returned in 
6nergy savings. 
Savings on municipallighting. As a result of MEREC's 
influence, the Tacloban municipal government under
tookastudyof public lighting. It found that energy-saving 
20-watt fluoresceni lamps could be used for street light
ing instead of the incandescent or mercury bulbs then in 
use, without compromising safety or convenience. A 
conversion program is now under way.

Traffic and transportationinprovements. One of the
 

projects in Tacloban's MEREC Action Plan was development of a master traffic and transportation plan.
While MEREC funds fromAID were used to develop the 
plan, they were insufficient to implement it. City main
tenance funds are being used to carry out street marking,
establishment of loading zones, and construction of 
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traffic islands. Businesses illegally occupying sidewalk e An energy-efficiency approach to municipal operaspace, forcing pedestrians into the street and congesting tions saves enormous amounts of money, enablingtraffic, are being removed. A World Bank project is local government to provide better service.funding a new bus terminal. The city, the national e Resource efficiency through urban farming makesgovernment, and a World Bank project together are possibleimproveddietsatvirtuallynomonetarycost
funding the widening of certain streets and extension of and therefore stands to benefit the poor greatly.
others to improve traffic flow to, through, and from the

city. And a Tacloban Traffic Committee has been 
 Resource efficiency isagood focus for intragovernformed to coordinate transportation improvements. The mental and intergovcrnmental management andcommittee includes representatives of the national po- development coordination.lice and land transportation agencies, and of the munici- Tacloban's local MEREC projects, and the Taclobanpal engineering and planning offices. All these actions MEREC demonstration as a whole, have been noticed inare components of the new traffic and transportation thePhilippines. CitizensofTaclobanseeobjectswiththe
plan developed through MEREC and aimed at reducing MERECIogo everywhere, hear about it on the radio, P'ndcongestion and the resultant waste of transportation fuel. are exposed to a continuing series of MEREC training
Sanitarylandfill.To allow for more sanitary and efficient programs, exhibits, projects, and demonstrations. Asolid waste disposal, and to create additional urban land, number of ideas associated with MEREC demonstraa sanitary landfill was designed i~nder MEREC. Thc cityhas purchased the land with its own funds, a World Bank 

tions have already been picked up by others elsewhere inthe city. Visitors from other Philippine cities and otherproject is funding development of the site to specifica- donor agencies visit Tacloban to learn from the MERECtions, and AID funds have been used to purchase landfill experience, and often to learn how to copy specific localequipment. projects. Some projects are already being replicated in 
Centralizedwaste containers. Under MEREC, central-

other cities. In mid-1987 Tacloban hosted a conferenceand is participating in a training program for officials ofized waste containers were designed, built, and installed other small cities throughout the Philippines.at high-traffic locations throughout the city in order to Although MEREC is now fairly well integrated intoreduce fuel consumption associated with solid waste routine municipal operations, and despite a change in
collection. As a continuation of that experiment, animproved container design has been developed by the government, MEREC continues to be an importantcity. Funding has been secured to construct and install 10 agenda item at Tacloban's City Hall. In fact, Tacloban'smost recent
additional containers of the new design. 

annual report contains a special sect-ondevoted exclusively to progress and results of MEREC 
The Tacloban MEREC demonstration started well be- projects. One reason for the continuing interest infore the demonstrations in the other two cities, so there MEREC, despite the fact that the AID-supported demhas been more of an opportunity for MEREC spinoffs to onstration has been concluded, is that MEREC particidevelop there. Similarly, Tacloban has been monitoring pants have seen benefits accrue directly within their own
its local MEREC projects for a longer period and has sectors.
therefore been able to watch unfold, and to record, more Because the mayor in Tacloban during the AID-fundedof the direct development, management, financial, and demonstration had a background as an educator,human welfare benefits of its resource-efficiency efforts. MEREC in Tacloban had a particularly innovative edu-Many of these benefits, as associated with specific proj- cation component. There were MEREC jingle contestsects, will be presented in the next section of this chapter, in the schools and MEREC quizzes on the radio. Onebut they can be summarized as follows. Tacloban educational innovation is the MEREC T-shirt, 
* Resource efficiency aids commerce, creates jobs, which is given to students from other cities who visitand generates new private enterprise opportunities. MEREC projects. During their visits they receive an 

overall explanation of MEREC, as well as a presentationEfficiency in water and electricity distribution in- on the particular project. The MEREC team has foundcreases thefinancial viabilityof the utilities, resulting that when the students return to their home towns and 
in better service for less cost. put on their T-shirts, people ask them what "MEREC"An energy-efficiency approach to transportation is. In this way, students who visit MEREC projects inplanning also benefits commerce and enables indi- Tacloban become disseminators ofMEREC prin :iples,viduals to make more productive use of their time. concepts, and ideas. 
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Tacloban's MEREC Projects 

Urban Farming 

The urban farming project was designed to make use of 
idle urban land for food and fuelwood production. 
Vegetable gardening was undertaken in 10 neighbor-
hoods, on demonstration plots of 1,000 square meters 
each; livestock production was undertaken in 10 neigh-
borhoods, involving an average of 15 pigs and 4,000
kilograms ofchickens each; and plantings offast-growing
ipil-ipil trees (leucaena) for fuelwood were undertaken 
in 10 neighborhoods, on plots of 1,000 square meters 
each. 

MEREC funds from AID were used to purchase seed,
fertilizers, livestock vaccines, and tools. They were alsoused to purchase a motorcycle and sidecar for distribu-
tion of seed and other farming materials and for sendingspeakers and equipmer. to neighborhood urban farming
trsand meetis.loer osteighbord urbn trit.training meetings. All other costs were borne by the city. 
The staff of the City Agriculturalist's Office identified 
suitable idle urban areas, organized interested individu-
als in each neighborhood, and helped participating
families get started on their plots. In the first 18 months 
of the project, an estimated $10,500 worth of vegetables 
were harvested, .$263,000 worth of livestock went to 
market, and 1,500 bundles of firewood valued at $850 
were produced. But more important are the nutritional 
benefits for participating low-income families. 
The urban farming project is now under expansion,
supported entirely by the city with the help of civic 
organizations. Urban farming sites at 25 schools have 
been designated, totaling 11 hectares. The aim here is to 
instill the value of urban farming in school children 
through hands-on experience. The CityAgriculturalist's 
Office has a goal of an additional 9 hectares under 
cultivation in neighborhoods, for a total of20 additional 
hectares, by December 1987. To some extent the pro-
gram is now self-sustaining, producing its seed,own 
saplings, chicks, andpiglets. Although runbya municipal
department, the program makes extensive use ofvolun-
teers. 

Land Use Planning 

Under Tacloban's MEREC land use planning project, a 
new resource-efficient land use plan has been developed
for the city. Studies in preparation of the plan utilized 
aerial photography as well as conventional statistical 
means to help assess land slopes, land types, current land 
use, and best land use. 

MEREC funds from AID paid for aerial photography, 
topographic mapping, and soils analysis; all other costs,
including preparation of the actual plan, were borne bythe city.the n hpe a 

The new plan has been approved by the Regional Tech
nical Review Committee for the region that includes 
Tacloban, a committee chaired by a representative of the 
Ministry of Human Settlements. 
In the new land use plan a major emphasis is placed on 
growth centers that will cluster residential, commercial,
and light industrial development in tight growth nodes 
and will encourage light industry and institutions such as 
schools to be dispersed throughout the city. Dispersed 
light industrial development will help locate jobs closer 
to homes, shortening home-to-work trip distance andconserving transportation fuel. The overall objective ofthe plan is to control areas of growth in a way that willmake for the most efficient use of urban land in light ofdrainage patterns, the most efficient expansion of utilities such as electricity and water, the most efficient traffic 
flow, and the most efficient expansion of public infra
structure. 
Because of public hearings held in connection with 
development of the plan, this project has served as a 
vehicle for introducing Tacloban's citizenry and institu
tions to urban resource-efficiency concepts. The focus 
has now shifted to means for implementing the plan. 

Demonstration Houses 

Under this project, eight demonstration housing units 
were designed and built, forming a MEREC Demonstra
tion Community within a public housing area. Other 
houses in the area were designed and built by the 
National Housing Authority in accordance with its stan
dard designs. 
The objective was to demonstrate siting and design
principles that maximize comfort and functionality with 
minimum use of public utilities, that utilize higher pro
portions of local building materials, and that are more 
self-sufficient and less expensive than equivalent conven
tional housing. The housing units are designed for the 
lower middle income market, where habits of energy and 
resource waste usually begin. 
The houses incorporate design principles that encourage 
a cooling upward air flow even when windows are closed. 
While conventional equivalent houses use cement for 
flooring, galvanized iron for roofing, and concrete block 
for wall surfaces, the MEREC demonstration houses 
utilize a variety of alternative local materials for these 
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components, Alternative materials include coco slab,
"bahi" (palm) siding, oil-tempered lawanit, plywood,
marine plywood, bamboo, clay tile, timber bark, nipa
(palm leat), and clay block, some of which were previ-
ously thought of as waste materials, 
In the yards of the housing units are pigpens, chicken 
coops, biogas digesters charged by livestock waste, rain-
water collection tanks, and areas for growing vegetables, 
MEREC funding from AID paid for construction of the
houses, at an average cost of $6,500. These costs were 
estimated to be approximately one-third higher than 
would be the case if the materials used were all readilyavailableon the market and iflocal builders were familiar
with construction procedures and materials used in the
demonstration designs. 
Land, design work, and construction management were
provided by the city. The housing units are occupied by
volunteer families who pay rent to the city, which uses therental revenues for further demonstration activities. 
Local private contractors were engaged for construction 
of the houses. In the course of their work, with the help
of the MEREC Housing and Construction Working
Group, they learned new resource-efficient design and
construction techniques and learned to work with locally
produced building materials. Opportunities for private
businesses to manufacture ceramic roofing tiles, bamboo 
construction members for modern housing, and other
building materials were created through the demonstra-
tion. 

In a recent interview, a familylivingin one of the MEREC 
demonstration housing units in Tacloban described atypical day in this way: 

As the sun begins to hit the house in the morn-
ing, the hottest air rises and escapes through
vents in the roof, starting an updraft that contin-
ues and cools the house all day. When rain-
clouds appear, we know that the rooftop rain-
water collection system will be storing free 
potable water. The morning meal is cooked on 
a double-burner gas stove connected by tubing
to the biogas digester partially sunk in the
ground of the backyard, near the piggery and 
chicken coop. Each morning we wash down the
piggeries and the concrete floor under the 
chicken coop, and the waste flows bygravity into
th. biogas digester. Wehave Isow and 7piglets,
and 200 chickens. Some we use for ourselves, 

and most we sell on the market, 

Our oldest son is responsible for recording 

temperatures in the house at different times of 

the day, utility use, and backyard production.
He turns this information in to the MEREC 
people monthly and also stays in touch with 
them about design problems and the results of 
our own experiments. 
At the end oftheworkdaywhen wereturnhome,
weworkin ourflower andvegetable gardens. As 
the sun sets, some of us often tinker with one 
thing or another, such as experimenting with 
modifications to a gas lantern that will enable it 
to operate on methane from the backyard di
gester. 
We often spend the early evening preparing for 
guests who will be dropping in. We like to serve 
as much as possible from our own yard, and 
often can offer papaya, bananas, chicken, roast 
pig, and more. It is all cooked, of course, on 
backyard gas. 
We get many visitors, and enjoy showing them 
our special house and how productive our small 
yard is. We buy no fuel and use relatively little 
electricity and water from the pubi systems.

Monitoring data show that the MEREC demonstration 
houses are 2-5 degrees Celsius cooler than conventional 
counterpart units, partly accounting for the 30% average
savings on electric bills that occupants experience rela
tive to their neighbors in conventional housing. Rain
water collection systems save occupants an average of
40% on water bills. The estimated value of the water 
stored and utilized from the storage tanks is $213 per year 
for the eight houses. 
Each family raises an average of 5 pigs and 150 broilers, 
at a profit of $20 per month. The estimated value of
backyard vegetable production is $3,244 per year for the
eight housing units. The methane gas produced by each 
biogas digester is the equivalent of two to three small 
bundles of firewood daily, adequate for all cooking
requirements, with an annual value of about $550. 
Experimentation and demonstration activities continue 
in the MEREC Demonstration Community, without
AID assistance. Experimental modifications are being
made in component designs, materials, layouts, and 
backyard farming in attempts to further improve cornfort, convenience, resource efficiency, performance, or 
durability.
 
The city has an active demonstration program built

around the MEREC community that involves builders,

visitors from other cities, students, central government
 
officials, and the general public of Tacloban. Terms of
 
rental of the demonstration houses require that occu
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MEREC DEMONSTRATION HOUSING PROJECT 
Monthly Monitoring Report 

MEREC, Tacloban City 

Monitoring Data Sheet 
For the Month of 119 

Name of Occupant: 
Type of House: 

A. 	 Comfort-Temperature InoC 

MEREC House Non-MEREC House MEREC House Non-MEREC House
 
Dot, 11:00AM 3:00PM 11:00AM 3:00PM Date 3:00PM
11:00AM 11:00AM 3:00PM 

1 	 16 
2 17
 
3 18
 
4 19
 
5 20
 
6 21
 

7 22
 
8 23
 

9 24
 
10 25
 
11 
 26
 
12 27
 
13 
 28
 
14 29
 
15 30 .
 

131 

B. 	 Bioaas Utilization 
1. 	 Cooking
2. 	 Lighting
3. 	 Ironing 

C. 	 Livelihood Projects 

Name of Harvest Number of Swine/ Saes Cost Ineonme/Loss

Project Kilogram Amount Chicks Maintained Frobt Sales
 

Vegetable
 
Garden
 

Poultry
 
Project
 

Piggery
 
Project
 

D. 	 Monthly Electric Consumption: kw. 
Monthly Electric Bill: p P7le Olcutitoringforittusdd by
Monthly Water Consumption: kw fatilliesliving Its laclobans
Monthly Water Bill: UWMWEIC dehiolistratioil holisesOthers: Specify to record daily temperatures, 

E. 	 Number of Visitors: blogas utilizatiotn,backyard 
- fardingproductlon,waterahd 
ResVdttdeettt lectricity itse, and Visitorsto the 

defiotistrationsite. Note that 
• -telperature readings aretaken 

twice dailyandcomparedwith 
. - readifgsin non.-AEREC 

(DtOa  hOtses. Thefornls are collected 
aridtabulatedmonthly. 
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pants maintain records on resource-efficiency indicators 
and that they stand ready to act as guides and educators 
for visitors. 

Some of the demonstration principles concerning use of 
local building materials have already been adopted else-
where in the city in both housing and commercial estab-
lishments. Energy-efficiency principles have been incor-
porated into the design of a new primary school. There 
are now local contractors, producers, and traders with 
experience in various elements of the demonstration 
houses, who are able to supply services and goods for 
application elsewhere. 

In 1986 one of the families living in the MEREC Dem-
onstration Community was blessed with a new child. In 
what is perhaps the ultimate personal expression of 
appreciation for what the demonstration community 
represents, the new baby girl was named Merec-Anne. 

Water Distribution System 

At the start of MEREC, system efficiency of the Leyte 
Metropolitan Water District (LMWD) was 53%. Put a 
different way, nearly half the water that entered 
Tacloban's distribution system, according to meter read-
ings, disappeared before reaching users. Some was lost 
through leaks in the distribution system, some went 
unrecorded owing to faulty meters, and some, perhaps, 
was lost through meter tampering and illegal connections 
to water lines. This represented a serious financial 
problem for LMWD, as well as a problem of serious 
resource waste. The objective of this project was to 
raise water system efficiency by at least 5% in the first 
year. 

MEREC in Tacloban worked with LMWD to carry out 
this project and encourage water conservation through 
educational activities, but no MEREC funds from AID 
were allocated to it. LMWD felt it should be able to 
achieve the objective using its own resources, and that the 
required actions would be more sustainable in the long 
run if it did so. 

The project entailed a series of activities, including: 

e leak detection and repair; 

a installing tamper-proofed flow meters on neighbor-
hood water mains to aid in leak detection and 
household water meter calibration; 

* calibrating individual user water meters; 

a installing anti-tampering guards on water meters; 

* adding staff so that meters can be read monthly. 

LMWD planned out its project and began work in 
January 1983. By January 1984 a system efficiency of 
61.2% had been achieved, surpassing the original objec
tive. Within another 18 months, the water distribution 
system achieved an efficiency of 75%. Efficiency has 
continued to improve since then, but at a reduced rate, 
because at this level of efficiency additional gains are 
harder to achieve. 

Since the start of the project, water billings and revenues 
have increased substantially, though it is estimated that 
there has been only a slight increase in actual water 
consumption by metered users. Savings accruing to 
LMWD as a consequence of actions taken in the first 2 
years alone amounted to nearly $140,000. Much of this 
represents savings that will continue to accrue-or losses 
that will not occur-each year. 
Activities initiated under the MEREC project are now a 
routine part of LMWD operations. 

Solid Waste Management 

This three-part project grew out of the urban waste 
Resource Situation Report, which examined the re
source potentials of all types of urban waste. However, 
the report could not help but look as well at the ways in 
which other resources, such as urban land and transpor
tation fuel, are consumed in the management of urban 
waste. And so, the three "subprojects" of the solid waste 
management project aim at reducing the cost of solid 
waste collection, extending and improving solid waste 
collection, and converting solid waste into an urban 
resource. 
The first subproject was to design, construct, and install 
large centralized solid waste containers in the main 
commercial areas of Tacloban. The purpose was to 
improve solid waste management by providing an alter
native to placingpiles ofwaste on the street, and to reduce 
fuel consumed in waste collection by reducing the num
ber of stops for waste collection vehicles. 
MEREC funds from AID were provided for the con
struction of ten metal containers. The city funded 10 

additional containers and used municipal staff to design 
and install them. 
Monitoring data show the containers responsible for a 
12.4% reduction in fuel used per cubic meter of solid 
waste collected, and there are additional savings associ
ated with more efficient vehicle and manpower use.
Moreover, sanitation in the areas served by the contain

ers is materially improved. 
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On the basis ofexperiencewith the first 20 containers, the 
city has now improved their design and is building and 
installing 10 more. 

The second solid waste management subproject was to 
experiment with pushcarts for waste collection. The 
purpose here was to make better use of collection trucks 
and the fuel they consumed by using pushcarts to collect 
refuse on a house-to-house basis and then concentrating 
it at truck pick-up points. MEREC funds from AID were 
provided for the construction of five pushcarts. The city 
has hired 11 additional workers to staff them. 
Monitoring data show the pushcarts accounting for a 
17.4% decline in fuel consumption per cubic meter of 
waste collected. Thus, the pushcarts and centralized 
waste containers together account for a reduction of 
nearly 30% in fuel consumption per cubic meter ofwaste 
collected. Eleven new jobs have been created, with 
salaries covered by savings, and sanitation has been 
improved. One area served by two pushcarts extends or 
improves service for about 15,000 people. 
The pushcart experiment has passed into routine waste 
management procedures, and the city will be adding 

Thethirdsubprojectwastodesignanewsanitarylandfill. 
The purpose was to replace an open dump with a landfill 
that could eventually 6e redeveloped to create additional 
urban land. The design and siting were to improve 
sanitation, facilitate separation of waste for recycling, 
and reduce fuel consumption in waste management. 
A new site was located and acquired with city funds, and 
MEREC funds from AID were used for landfill equip-
ment. The new site is located only 3 miles from the city 
center, which will result in an estimated fuel savings of 
20% to 30% in the fuel cost of solid waste collection, and 
will also eventually produce additional high-value land 
needed for city growth. A World Bank project is funding 
development of the site. 

Slaughterhouse Biogas Plant 
and Oxidation Ponds 

The purpose of this project was to convert a waste 
disposal and pollution problem into the means for pro-
ducing new resources. MEREC funds from AID were 
used for construction, and the city funded construction 
supervision and adjustments required during the initial 
period of use. Local contractors performed the construc-
tion. 

The first component of the project was to design and 
install abiogas plant at the cityslaughterhouse. The basic 
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design of the biogas plant is an adaptation of the Maya
Farms model developed in the Philippines. Animal 
wastes are washed from slaughterhouse holding pens to 
a mixing sump, where they form a mixture of approxi
mately one part manure and two parts water. Onceaday,
the contents of the mixing sump are charged into the 
digester chambers, where anaerobic decomposition 
takes place. 
Biogas is collected in a separate floating gas holder. In 
the process of decomposition, the solid portion of the 
waste is fermented into sludge and liquid effluent, which 
escape through an outlet pipe during the daily charging 
process. Thesludgeisultimatelyrecoveredforuseassoil 
conditioner available to area farmers, and the liquid 
flows through canals to oxidation ponds. The methane 
gas is used to heat the slaughterhouse scalding vats. 
The gas produced by each day's charging is sufficient for 
all slaughterhouse requirements for the following day,
representing a savings of 15 large bundles of firewood 
daily. 

The second component of this project involved design 
and construction of a system of two oxidation ponds. 
Effluent from the biogas digester and washings from the
slaughterhouse floor and holding pens are directed to 
these ponds. Through the settling and oxidation proc
esses of these ponds, the biochemical oxygen demand 
(BOD) of the effluent, which is discharged into nearby 
bay waters, is reduced by 90%. As with the sludge from 
the biogas digester, sludge sediment from the ponds is 
used for soil conditioning byfarmers in the area and also 
by the city on public lands. 

Electricity Efficiency 

This project included three principal components: elec
tric meter calibration, distribution system improve

ments, and energy audits. Leyeco II, the electricity 
cooperative serving Tacloban, recorded an efficiency 
level of 68% at the start of MEREC. Put otherwise, 32% 
of the electricity purchased byLeyeco II did not reappear 
on the meters of consumers. The objective of the project 
"as to increase system efficiency to at least 84%, and to 
help large institutional and commercial consumers re
duce their electricity consumption. 
MEREC funds from AID were used to purchase a meter 
calibration device. Experts from TVA helped the coop
erative to design a program to increase its operating 
efficiency and trained Leyeco II staff to conduct energy 
audits. 
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Staff of the cooperative had tested and calibrated over transportation planning specialist was provided byTVA,2,000 consumer electric meters by the end of 1986, and and 	primary responsibility for plan coordination wasthe calibration process is now a continuing activity of taken by the local office of the National Police.Leyeco II. Monioring data show that faulty meters The new transportation plan, coordinated with the newaccount for approximately 10% of the distribution sys- land use plan, has been completed. Its key elements 
tern loss. include: 
Leyeco II is implementing its new distribution system e rerouting through thc introduction of one-way,
efficiency improvement program developed under streets;
 
MEREC, which includes: steets
 

e theft and diversion prevention activities; * abs term in 
* 	 large custom er use review and meter connection e e st reet m a dingns nd t r cilad s;adjustments; * 	 new street markings, signs, and traffic islands; 
* 	 repair of malfunctioning voltage regulators in sub- a 	 removal of businesses illegally occupying sidewalkstations. space and forcing pedestrians into the streets, in-
The efficiency objective has been achieved, and esti- creasing traffic congestion; 
mated annual savings ofover $200,000 accrue to Leyeco e 	 new parking patterns;
II. The energy auditing program continues, but data on @ widening pedestr:an lanes;individual user savings are not yet available. e widening and extending main arteries to, through, 

and out of the city;Traffic and Transportation Plan * establishment of an interagency Tacloban Traffic 
Vehicular and pedestrian traffic flow through the city Committee to coordinate traffic improvements.center of Tacloban was chaotic, congested, and clearly All elements of the plan have either been executed or arevery fuel infficient. This project was to develop a fuel- in progress, utilizing municipal, national agency, andefficiency oriented traffic and transportation plan. A non-AID foreign donor funds. The MEREC Transpor
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tation Working Group also undertook design ofa traffic The cover and three mapsfrom Municipality; the thirdis theinformation project to educate citizens about the new Tacloban'sMEREC streetpatternof the city center,
transportation plan; this was eventually incorporated TransportationPlan. Thefirst with proposedtraffictwo maps area functional streetinto activities managementintersectionsandof the MEREC Education Working classificationanda trip one-waystreets.
 
Group. 
 demand estimatefortheyear 

Even the so-far partial implementation of the traffic and 2000 for Tacloban 

transportation plan has had material results. Vehicular 
and pedestrian traffic flows more smoothly through 
commercial areas, and though undocumented, the trans
portation fuel savings cannot be denied; access to com
mercial establishments has been improved. Complete
implementation of the new plan promises further dra
matic easing of congestion and further fuel savings for 
Tacloban. 

MEREC Demonstration, Classroom 
Education, and Public Awareness 

As part of Tacloban's MEREC effort, a regular program 
of demonstration activities was begun and continues to 
be conducted. These include a program of visits to 
MEREC projects for college students; tours for visitors 
from other cities, central government agencies, and 
donor institutions; and neighborhood demonstration, 
training, and education meetings. 
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MEREC in Tacloban has also featured an extensive 
program of classroom education in resource-efficiency 
principles involving teacher training, urban farming, and 
other elements. One innovative aspect of the classroom 
education program was a resource-efficiency jingle 
contest among public school students. The jingles of 
contest winners, in the local dialect, received wide publicity. 

Following are translations of some ofthe winning entries, 


Gas, gasoline, water,
 
and electricity


Must be conserved for 

The country's prosperity.
 

Let us bear it in mind: 

Collect all wastes and make a 


compost pile; 

Grasses, leaves, and waste are 


all that's needed for robust 

plants. 


If we use energy the proper way, 

It will help advance the nation's 


prosperity, 


pieces of papers in the yard. 


Waste papers, like bottles and cans 

are convertible to money, and 

when collected also clean our 


yard the SARILING SIKAP way. 


Switch off lights, 

put out fires in your stove. 


Save water, and so much energy 

will be conserved. 


Public awareness and education campaigns have in-

cluded a variety of innovative approaches. MEREC T-

shirts and other elements, such as traffic education, were 

mentioned earlier. Local radio spots on MEREC activi-
ties are aired regularly. Extensive use is made of the 
MEREC logo and slogans throughout the city. And radio 
quizzes (the prize is a bag of rice) have been conductedthrough the local radio station. 

Examples of radio quiz questions are: 
* 	 What does "MEREC" mean? 

* 	 What can we get from animal wastes, such as pig 
manure and chicken dung, that can be used for 
cooking food? 

* 	 What materials have been used for roofing in the 
eight houses of the MEREC Demonstration Cor
munity?
 

* 
 What is the project at the Tacloban slaughterhousethat helps improve sanitation, controls pollution,
and creates resources? 

Conclusion 

The array and accomplishments ofTacloban's MEREC 
projects are indeed impressive. As we leave Tacloban 
and move on toa fuller discussion of the overall MEREC 
process in the next chapter, it is useful to consider some 
general impressions that come from Tacloban's 
MEREC experience. 

The leadership of the Tacloban MEREC effort can be 
characterized as a combination of national/regional 
agencies and municipal departments working coopera
tivelyunder the committed guidance of a dynamicmayor.Tacloban showed that to achieve progress in improving 

city life, local government need not be restricted by 
limited central government budget allocations or local 
revenues. Rather, it can take the lead in creating new 
resources and in using existing resources more efficiently
and effectively; and in doing so, it can help create new
employment and income opportunities for its citizens. 
Tacloban showed that this does not necessarily mean big, 
expensive construction projects. Relatively modest ef
forts can count for much if they are well-planned and 
undertaken in the context of a larger local planning 
process.
 
Tacloban was the first MEREC city. Through applica
tion of the core MEREC process it refined many proce
dures and put in place technologies later adopted else
where. 

It adapted MEREC to its own circumstances so successfully because it took a learning approach to the MERECeffort. This approach recognized the importance of 
adaptive experimentation and learning from experience. 
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Tacloban 

In fact, education was a particularly strong theme them how much canbe done with so little ifresources arethroughout the Tacloban MEREC demonstration. The used to best advantage.whole MEREC effort was seen as an opportunity to Most important, Tacloban demonstrated that in theeducate the citizens and youths of the city, for it was fields of energy, water supply, construction, transportarecognized that this was essential for MEREC to have a tion, and more, means for improving the quality ofurbanlasting effect. All along, there was an emphasis on life are readily available if human resources are bent toinvolving people in the process and on demonstrating to managing natural resources efficiently. 
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Urbanfaming in Tacloban, 
Philippines. Through the city's 
MEREC urbanfarmingprojec

",, idle land is beingput to use by
.ow-incomefamiliesfor l 

livestock; vegetable,and 
Jiielwoodproduction. 
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:i acloban: 

. Under Tacloban'sMEREC 
demonstration housingproject, 
eight houses incorporating 
resource.effliciency principles
and local building materials 
were designed and built. The 
uppcr photo shows one of the 
MEREC demonstration housing 
units under constnction. The 
lower photo shows the 
counterpart conventional home 
of a family living near the 
MEREC demonstration houses. 
Upper photo by Tennessee 
ValleyAuthoriy. 
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" . demonstration house, built 
<' i :t entirely with local building 

':;"" " ,n'....... ' 
 aterialsand incorporating: , _: : resource-effciency design , 
• ' ,.pS rinci les in Tacloban ,- Philippines. 

oFareft: A comer ofone of
detonstration houses. bhe 

window design allows cool airto be drawn into the house even 
phen the window i closed. arLeft: A diagramused byTacloban's MEREC Housing 
and Construction Working 
Group to erplain the coolingaircirculation principlcs employed 

in demonstration houses, 
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Tacloban 

A"
 

-. - - - Top: The backyard of one of Left: 7ypical layout of one of 
i Tacloban's MEREC Tacloban'sMEREC 

demonstration housing units, demonstration housing units, as 

.The family that lives here uses shown in the city's annual 
"" solid residue fr'om its biogas report. Key to the numbers: 

i digester, the cylindrical object in (1)Entrance, (2)Open cout 
the center, to enrich the soilofa (3) House, (4) Flower garden, 
flourishingbackyard garden. (5) Rainwatertank;(6) Trellis, 
The digester is charge.; .ith (7) Vegetable plots, (8) Fruit 

= 
::= 9- : )waste from thejig pen, upper trees. (9) Service area, (10) Pig 

right, and the chicken coop, a pen, (11) Chicken coop, 
-- corner ofwhich is seen in the (12) Biogasdigester, 
] : _.upper left. Liquidresiduefrom (13) Decantation tank 

I the digester is chnneled to (14) Shr'ubs. 
i - ', ' enrich a smzall pond, in the 

~foreground.In the pond,the 
~family raises fish and edible 

..... snails, vegetables for home" 


consumption, and azola. Azola' " "" " is a highly nutritiousfeed for the 

"'. • and is also nitrogen-fixing,•.pigs, 

• which inmprover the growth of 
.T the vegetables. Methane gas 

toshefamiltove.s 
produced frmthe digesterfitels 
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Left: Staffof the Leyte Right: An energy-efficient 
Metropolitan Water District service vehicle ofthe Leyte
checkinga flow-meter aspartof Metropolitan WaterDistrict. 
Tacloban'sMEREC effort. 
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Far Icft: A trash collection 
pushcartput huto service 
throutgh Tacloban,'s MEREC 
effort. The pushcartsare used 
to collect refusefrm individual 
homes, forpick'up by trucks at 
cntrallocations. 

Center:.A contauzerfor 
centralizedtrash collection in 
commercial areasof Tacloban. 
1Te pushcartsand centralizcd 
containcrstogether account for 
a 30% reduction in fimel 

4 consumption per cubic meterof 
waste collected by the city. 
Photo by Tennecssee Valley 
Authority. 

G~< 
I ~ Right: An instrumentfor 

calibratingelectricitymeters, 
~ ~ Iacquired andput into service by 

A 
Tacloan'sLeyeo I[electricity 

cooperativeunader the MEREC 
g demonstration. 
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Tacloban 

"C -V 

M,, 

m 4 

iLeft: A portion of the biogas 

digester,it theforeground, slaughterhoutseeffluent 
designedantd istalledthrough ultimately dischargediito 
MfEiEC at Tacloban's nearbybay water. 
municipalslaughterhouse,its the 
ba ek rtn .R ds o nAn Above lower Gasfront the 

file sludge duringfermentation bodgsei sdtoea 

can be seen extendingfrom the slaughterhousescaldingvats, 

top of the digester. formerly heated uising wood 
fitel. 

Above upper: Oxidationponds
 

at Tacloban'sslaughterhouse.
 
7Theseponds reduceby 90o the
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The MERECApproach 

pating in MEREC. Working Groups are usually chaired 
by the head of the relevant municipal department: the 
Water Supply Working Group, "or example, would be 
chaired by the head of the municipal water department. 

Most Steering Committee workshops begin with reports
by Working Group representatives, then develop or 
revise major guidance documents such as the MEREC 
Strategy or Action Plan, and finally detail MEREC tasks 
and responsibilities for the next 2 to 3 months. 
MEREC requires a full-time administrator/coordinator 
for at least the first year. The reason for this is that 
although MEREC takes only a small portion of the time 
of even the most involved participants, there is constant 
activity from the very first day, as the city moves rapidly
from ideas to implementation. There is a continuous 
need for organizing, communicating, coordinating, pre
paring documents, keeping records, publishing materi
als, and related tasks. This burden dissolves when 
implementation is well under way and MEREC activity
has been largely integrated into routine municipal activi
ties. The administrator/coordinator is designated by the 
mayor and normally comes from the mayor's senior staff. 
The Startup Phase lays the conceptual, organizational, 

and procedural base for the MEREC effort. During this
 
phase, participating individuals and institutions 
come
 
together to familiarize themselves with the MEREC

approach, structure the Steering Committee and sectoral 

Working Groups, assign responsibilities, figure out how 
to obtain needed technical expertise not available locally, 
examine potential funding sources, and even exchange
preliminary ideas about resource problems and poten-
tials. Most importantly, during the Startup workshops
the core MEREC process is examined carefully and then 
modified to suit the national administrative context andlocal circumstances. 

By the end of the Startup Phase, the local MEREC 
Steering Committee and sectoral Working Groups are 
firmly in place and functioning, interorganizational ar-
rangements for participation, cooperation, and coordi-
nation have been concluded, and a workplan for the 
Planning Phase has been developed. 
The Planning Phase includes four major tasks. The first 
is to identify up to six local "resources of major
concern"-those local resources concerning which the 
city is facing major problems or that have significant
untapped potentials. Major resource problems are those 
that impede local development and improvements in 
human welfare; significant resource potentials are those 
that could promote local development or improvements 
in human welfare. 
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Opposite: AMEREC meeting 
inPhuket, Thailand,involving 
representativesofnational,
provincial, andmunicipalgovernment, and of the 
universityhelping with Phuket's 
MEREC effort. Meetings ofthis 
tpe are a regularfeature of the 
MEREC planningprocess.
Photo by City of Phuket. 

Above: The MEREC logo. Theoverallarrowheadshape stands 
forprogress. 7hesymbols in the 
upper left representresources; 
tlwse in the lower left represent 

urban sectors. The arrowhead 
is overlaid with a grid pattern, 
suggestinga natrx ofresource 
andsectorinteractions. The squares ofthe matrix are of 
varying shades,representinga 
multiplicity ofparticipants,but 
the pattern ofshadingand the 
overallform show increasing 
unity with progress. 



MEREC 

Resources ofmajor concern vary from city to city. The 
MEREC demonstration cities included resources such 
as energy, water, urban land, urban waste, and localbuilding materials in their lists. The process of identify
ing resources ofmajor concern begins during the Startup 
Phase and is concluded at the first Steering Committee 
worl'shop of the Planning Phase. 
The second major task of the Planning Phase is to 
prepare Resource Situation Reports, one for each re
source of major concern. The purpose of these reports
is to bring together available data and knowledge about 
the resources; preparing the reports normally entails nooriginal datacollection. They describe the general status 
of the resource in the city, significant problems and
opportunities associated with the resource, current projects and plans related to use of the resource, and relation
ships between the resource and key urban sectors. 
Key urban sectors number up to six and are those that 
have a major influence on the use of local resources. 
Because of their importance for MEREC purposes, theyare the sectors for which MEREC sectoral Working 
Groups are established. Sectors designated as "key" also 
vary from city to city, depending on local circumstances. 
The MEREC demonstration cities included water sup0(O91 ply,waste management, land use, construction, transpor
tation, and electricity supply among their lists of key 
urban sectors. 
The third major task of the Planning Phase is develop
ment of a MEREC Strategy based on information in the 

E Resource Situation Reports. The overall MEREC Strat
egy is the collection of resource-efficiency strategies for 
each individual resource. These individual resource 
strategies may call for making more efficient use of the 
resource, generating more of the resource, or even 
creating anew resource. They specify objectives for each 
sector that have a major influence on the way the re

3Sto4source is used. 

When the individual resource strategies are put together 
as theoverall MEREC Strategyfor the city, the collection 
of objectives for each key urban sector with respect to all 

d e M the resources on which it has a major influence can be 
seen. In this way, the resource-efficiency strategies for 
resources can be converted to resource-efficiency strate
gies for individual sectors. 

The fourth major task of the Planning Phase is formula
tion ofa MEREC Action Plan. The MEREC Strategy is 
translated into an Action Plan by identifying specificlocal 
projects to achieve the resource-efficiency objectives 
contained in the Strategy. Following the same pattern as 
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the Strategy, the MEREC Action Plan can be taken as a 
set of individual resource action plans, or as a set of 
individual sector action plans. 
The departments of municipal governments are gener-
ally 	organized on a sectoral basis. That is why the 
MEREC Working Groups are set up on a sectoral basis,
and why MEREC Action Plans tend to be taken as sets 
of sectoral action plans rather than resource action plans,
The sectoral Working Groups are responsible for de-
tailed planning and implementation of local projects and 
for their integration into routine municipal operations.
Detailed project planning for the 10 to 20 projects in the 
Action Plan begins during the Planning Phase of 
MEREC, as a natural extension ofAction Plan develop-
ment. It continues into the Implementation/Continu-
ation Phase. 

During the Implementation/Continuation Phase, de-
tailed project planning is completed and specific projects 
are undertaken. Local projects may involve construction, 
long-term studies or planining activities, experimentation
with changes in local government operations or new 
organizational forms, private sector experiments, or 
educational activities. As projects are implemented, 
associated resource-efficiency achievements are moni
tored, evaluated, publicized, and fed back into the con-tinuing MEREC process. 

In all three MEREC cities, most of the technical exper-
tise that was needed was accessible through the organi-
zations participating in MEREC. Specialists to help with 
the Resource Situation Reports, project identification, 
detailed project planning, implementation, monitoring, 
and evaluation came from a variety ofsources. Technical 
support to the local MEREC efforts was contributed by
public agencies from other levels ofgovernment, private
consultants, universities and community colleges, private
enterprises, individual citizens, and the staffs of munici-
pal departments. 

The MEREC demonstration cities needed only limited 
technical support from the Tennessee Valley Authority.
OneTVA adviser visited each MEREC city fora few days 
once every 3 months during thelife of the formal demon-
stration effort. The TVA adviser provided advice on 
startup, planning, implementation, and monitoring. The 
adviser also assisted with administrative arrangements
between the MEREC city and AID and from time to time
arranged for a brief visit by a TVA specialist with critical 
technical expertise not otherwise available to the city. As
mentioned earlier, TVA staff also helped each of the 
three demonstration cities to learn from the experience 

of the others. 
MEREC was originally conceived with the aim of im
proving efficiency in energy and resource use in rapidly 
growing smaller cities. In practice, this has turned out to 
be more of an organizational and procedural challenge
than a technological challenge. Yes, MEREC has re
sulted in technological innovations leading to greater 
i source efficiency in the demonstration cities. But no 
less important, MEREC has demonstrated that resource 
management provides a concrete, practical, and measur
able focus around which effective management and
development planning for local areas can be organized
and systematically strengthened. 
The MEREC demonstration project was structured as a 
capacity-building, and therefore learning-based, project.
Learning that builds capacity requires the opportunity 
for discovery, application, and a perceived increase in 
capability resulting from what has been discovered and 
applied. This was built into the MEREC approach in the 
following ways: 
e 	 MEREC cities were provided with only a core 

MEREC planning process, which they had to adapt
and elaborate to suit local circumstances; 

the cities were assured from the outset that someimplementation funds would be available from AID,so they knew that planning would definitely lead to
results; 

* 	 the implementation funds provided by AID were 
relatively limited, however, requiring that the cities 
give thought to additional sources of implementa
tion support early in the planning process; 

efinancial arrangements between AID and the cities 
encouraged experimentation and flexibility; 

e demonstration city selection procedures required
candidate cities to organize to promote their involve
ment in MEREC; 

* 	 responsibility for the MEREC effort remained en
tirely with local officials and the local MEREC 
Steering Committee; 

e 	 means forpublicizing the MEREC effort and involv
ing local citizens with it had to be a part of the 
MEREC process. 

Resources and Sectors 

The MEREC planning process calls first for identifying 
resources ofmajorconcern and key urban sectors M the 
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RESOURCES The MEREC Steering Committees reviewed the resource lists they developed, and selected from them thefew resources with which were associated the greatestiii: [ii~j.!:i~i~~iil ] problems or opportunities. The following are examples
ofresource problems and opportunities discussed in the 

MEREC demonstration cities. 

Resource Problems 

r-77" _Energy
I___I II IScarcity of wood fuelL. L L .O.. JJ1a Unreliable electricity supply 

WIaDDD	Inadequate supply
Considerable loss in distribution

I.II 	JIH....I! Agricultural landPrime farm land used for urban expansion 

F -	 ___ Urban wasteUnsanitary/ecologically dangerous dump site 
city. A resource may be of major concern because it is 

Transport fuel

In short supply and costly
needed and is being depleted or degraded, because it is Fishing areas


in short supply or is very expensive, or because it repre- Fishing areas
 
sents a significant unexploited opportunity for local 
 Becoming pollutedeconomic development. Keyurban sectors are those that Resource Opportunities
play or could play a significant role in the way local
 
resources are used. Each MEREC city defines resources 
 Energyand sectors in terms that are meaningful and useful in its More can be produced locallyown case. Water
 
It may be difficult at first for MEREC participants to Untapped sources
Distribution leaks can be detected and
think in terms ofresources, sectors, and the relationships repaired, which will also improve revenue
among them, since municipal decisionmaking is not collection
traditionally approached in this way. MEREC demon
stration cities tackled this problem by first considering Agricultural land
four broad categories of resources critical to the life of Vacant urban land can be used for food andthe city: 	energy resources, food resources, building re- fuel production
sources, and economic development resources. Urban waste 
This led to lists of specific resources in each category. Can be converted to fuel, compost, and 
Solar energy, oil, coal, geothermal energy, natural gas, Transport fuelwood, and other types of fuels were identified as energy o f ueresources. Food resources included agricultural land, Could be used much more efficiently withfishing areas, water, vacant land, compost, cooking fuel, small changes in traffic patterns, whichand more. Building resources called to mind such things would also reduce air pollutionas local building materia! , buildable land, heating or Fishing areascooling fuel, waste treatment capacity, and water. Min- Increased fish population would create jobseral deposits, recreation and heritage areas, waterways, and lower food costselectric power, transportation fuel, urban waste, indus- Local building materialstrial land, fishing areas, commercial crops, and raw Could be used much more instead of immaterials for local production were suggested as eco- ported materials, and also create employnomic development resources. ment and income opportunities 
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Electriclty (@rod Leael Bldg. 
Lw_ Transport Few other energy) tI.M Wifl Mateels Wowe 

Lend use 	 Achieve more sall. Reduce fuel con. Provde altemate Identify future Produce local
 
Cient land use lot lumptlon through energy sources Mlss for waste building materiale

all Purposes 
 better land-use through urban disposal find furniture 

patlerns agriculture through urban 
agriculture 

Housing and Create housing Use common Employ local build. Utilize rain water

construclon 
 designs that biogs dgeslers Ing materials and Instead of city 

conserve and Improve local water 
create energy building materials 

Waler, sewerage. 	 Increae usable Increase fuel eff I. Reduce waterdrenage 	 urban lend clency through losses 
better road Reduce bay water access and main. Rollution 
tenence 

Wals Establish reclaim. Reduce fuel con. Convert waste 10 Increase the per. Reduce watermanagement able landfill silo aumplion vie push fuel cntinge of pollution (both
Provide fertilizer curls. centralized resources ground end bey
for urban agricul. containers. and recovered water)
lure new landfill 

Electricity fend Increase effic-lanother energy) cy of electricity 
distrlbution end
consumption 

Trnsportatlon 	 Coordinate traffic Conserve fuel Ul1llze ocll alter. 
Palterns with through trmnspor native energy
desired land use ltiian planning sources 

Promote altemate
 
transport fuels
 

Summary stralegy Achieve more eill. increase Increase efficlen. Promote efficient Promnoe the effi. Conserve walterfor each resource cient use for all trenhportallon fuel cy of existing ulllization of urban clent use of local and water sources 
purposes efficiency sources and utllfie waste for energy building materila 

allernate energy use and other pur. end design 
sources pocs 

Opposite: Graphic planting and transportation are Philippines. The strategy matrix 
representation ofa MEREC shown along'the side. The serves as the basis for a 
Strategy matrix, from a MEREC shaded boxes represent major MEREC Action Plan, which 
orientation booklet. Symbols resource/sector interactions, for translates the objectives, 
representing the resources of which specific resource- appearing at the intersections of 
solar energy, land, trees, water, efficiency objectives are resources (columns) and sectors 
minerals, andfossil fuels are fomulated. (rows) into specific local 
shown along the top of the resource-ef 

Above: A MEIEC Strategy r eencyprojects.
matri. Symbols representing 


urban sectors, such as housin?, matrix developed in Tacloban,
 

sewage and drainage, energy
 
supply, water supply, urban
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Discussion of resource problems and potentials early in 
the MEREC planning process is a self-education experi-
ence for participants. It helps to clarify the concept of 
"resources" and how they relate to immediate concerns 
of the city, and it brings to light an important aspect of the 
MEREC approach: beginning by thinking about local 
resources, not local problems. Moreover, it highlights 
the fact that many resource problems contain within 
them development opportunities, and that resource effi-
ciency is a means of promoting local development. 

Although MEREC participants are usually more at ease 
with the concept of sectors than with the concept of 
resources, it hasbeen found that here, too, it pays to think 
first in terms of broad categories, such as production 
sectors, trade and support sectors, and public service 
sectors. 

Under production sectors, MEREC demonstration cit-
ieshave listedagriculture and agro-processing, manufac-
turing, mining, vehicle modification and repair, and 
construction. Trade and support sectors have included 
food supply, crafts, commerce, energy supply, transpor-
tation, and so on. As public service sectors, human 
services, public institutions, transportation, water supply, 
recreation, sanitation, waste management, public works, 
land use planning, and the like were identified. These 
were sorted out into the few sectors with the most direct 
relationships to the use of major resources, 

The process of identifying key urban sectors is important 
not only for purposes of relating resources to sectors, but 
also for determining who should be represented on the 
MEREC Steering Committee and sectoral Working 
Groups. Following are examples of urban sectors and 
organizations that might be represented on correspond-
ing sectoral Working Groups. 
Energy supply 

Local electric company 
National energy agency 
Local industrial energy users 

Land use planning 

Municipal land use planning and enforcement 

departments 


Local developers 

Citizen groups 


Transportation 

Local transport companies, cooperatives, and trade 
organizations


Police 

Municipal traffic department 


Agriculture 
Municipal land use planning department 
Neighborhood groups 
Agricultural extension office 
Local farmer groups 

Waste management 
Municipal waste management department 
Local farmer groups 
Commercial and industrial groups 

The heart of the MEREC approach is to examine the 
statusofeachoftheresourcesandtheway inwhichurban 
sectors interact with them. This is done in the course of 
preparingand discussing the ResourceSituation Reports 
mentioned earlier. These reports, one for each resource 
of major concern, are essential for good planning; for 
until the relevant facts are known, good planning is 
impossible. The reports review resource utilization 
trends, document linkages between resources and key 
urban sectors, and identify development opportunities 
and constraints associated with the resources. 
Preparation and discussion of the Resource Situation 
Reports also help representatives of individual sectors 
understand how their interests are connected to those of 
other sectors through use of shared resources. This 
understanding, in turn, leads to an appreciation of the 
need for intersectoral coordination. 

For example, in the case of all three MEREC demonstra
tion cities, review of the status and use trends of energy 
and urban land resources on one hand, and of sectoral 
operations on the other, revealed previously unappreci
ated interconnectedness amongthe energysupply, trans
portation,watersupply, waste management, and land use 
sectors. Reducing energy costs and ensuring adequate 
energy resources for transportation, water supply, and 
waste management meant coordinated planning for 
service provision. Land use planners wanted services 
located where they planned development and wanted to 
discourage development in certain areas. These sectors, 
traditionally at odds with each other, found they would
each be strengthened through coordinated and coopera
tive participation in planning. 
Intersectoral rivalry was replaced by a resource manage
ment approach, where the aim is to maximize local 
benefits from the use of available resources, accounting 
both for immediate needs and long-term requirements. 

Strategy, Plan, Project 

The MEREC approach stresses viewing things in con
text. The core MEREC planning process is adapted to 
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the local context. Problems, opportunities, and sectoral 
operations are considered in their resource contexts; 
resource-efficiency strategies for resources. Simi-
larly, the basic MEREC sequence is one in which each 
step refines the context for the step to follow. The 
Resource Situation Reports provide the context for the 
MEREC Strategy; the MEREC Strategy is the context 
for the MEREC Action Plan; the MEREC Action Plan, 
in turn, is the context for detailed project planning. 
The MEREC Strategy sets out policy regarding the 
resources of major concern in the city, translated into 
resource-efficiency objectives for each key urban sector. 
The objectives are not highly formalized. They are 
basicallystatements ofa resource management intent for 
each resource: increasing its availability, reducing itsconsumption per capita, replacing imported resources 
with local resources, and the like. 
The MEREC Strategy is summarized in matrix format, 
Resources are listedreading across the column headings, 
sectors are listed reading down the row headings, and 
objectives for each sector with respect to each resource,
where relevant, appear in the boxes of the matrix. A 
summary statement of management policy for each 
resource may be included at the bottom of each resource 
column. Each row summarizes the implicit resource-
efficiency strategy for that sector. The MEREC Strategy 
stands as the expression of agreed aims and priorities for 
the local MEREC effort and thus constitutes a firm 
foundation for agreing on an Action Plan, 
The MEREC Action Plan is summarized in the same 
matrix format as the Strategy. The package of resource-
efficiency projects for any resource is summarized in the 
column for that resource. The package of projects for 
each sector is summarized in the row for that sector,
Each individual project can be seen in its resource 
context on the one hand, and in its sectoral context on the 
other. 

About 45local resource-efficiency projects, representing 
awide variety of activities, have been identified, planned, 
and implemented through the MEREC approach in the 
demonstration cities. Many of these projects will be 
presented in the following chapters. AID suggested to 
the demonstration cities that the Steering Committees 
develop guidelines for projects appropriate to the 
MEREC context. AID offered as possible guidelines, 
that local projects be required to: 
* have adirect relationship with the MERECstrategy; 

be demonstrably cost-effective; 

e 	 be technologically sound and of appropriate scale; 

* 	 be manageable by families, firms, community 
groups, or local agencies; 

be capable of being developed further by the private 
sector or encouraging private sector growth; 

e be capable of becoming self-sustaining; 
e be capable of contributing to the local knowledge 

base. 
Each of the MEREC demonstration cities adopted its 
own set of guidelines, more formally or less formally. In 
all three cases, project guidelines were relaxed for 
admittedly experimental activities. 

Continuing the Process 

While local resource-efficiency projects in the Action 
Plan are being implemented, meetings continue to be 
held on a regular basis, some project plans are further 
refined, additional funding is secured, project perform
ance is monitored and evaluated, and demonstration and 
education activities are conducted. 
Monitoring and evaluation are carried out in accordance 
with criteria and procedures formulated during detailed 
project planning. In the MEREC demonstration cities, 
monitoring often encompassed three aspects of each 
project: progress in implementation, energy-efficiency 
achievements, and demonstration activities. 
Although MEREC meetings continue to be held well 
into the period ofproject implementation, the MEREC 
effort as such gradually ceases to have a unique identity.
Individual projects, as they become fixtures in the city,
become more and more the concern only of the sector 
with which they are associated. Many of the types of 
discussions heard in Steering Committee workshops
become common in municipal chambers. Working rela
tionships established between different government lev
els, the private sector, and technical institutions become 
relatively routine. 
And many of the individuals who have participated in or 
been touched by the MEREC effort have learned a way
of addressing city management and development, and of 
improving their own lives and environments, that they 
regularly bring to their daily activities. 
MEREC has worked well in the demonstration cities for 
many reasons. Now that the experience and lessons of 
three MEREC demonstrations are on record, some of 
the demonstration ingredients are no longer essential. 
The parts played by AID and TVA, for example, cansurely be done without in some cases, and in others can 
be played by indigenous agencies. This has been borne 
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Waste Management Sector - Project #3; 	 Construction of biogas plant at
 
slaughterhouse
 

Phase 1: Implementation Monitoring
 

Achievement Construct biogas digester at city slaughterhouse and
 
Objective: reduce consumption of wood and electricity at
 

slaughterhouse by using methane gas as fuel.
 

Achievement A yes/no indicator will be used to show completion of
 
Measurement the biogas plant.
 
Procedure:
 

Has the biogas plant been completed?
 
(check one) Yes No
 

Month (Check One)
 

December 1983 Yes No
 

March 1984 Yes No
 

June 1984 Yes No
 

September 1984 Yes No
 

Efficiency Reduce the consumption of wood and electricity at
 
Objective: the slaughterhouse.
 

Efficiency The following information will be collected at the
 
Measurement slaughterhouse.
 
Procedure:
 

Avg. Consumption Avg. Consumption
 
Per Month with- Per Month with Savings
 
out Biogas Digester Biogas Digester Per Month
 

Wood (cords)
 

Wood (BTU's)
 

Electricity
 
(KWH)
 

Electricty
 
(BTUs)
 

Note: 	 Report measurements two months after',constructiun
 
completion.
 

Responsible
 
for
 
Measurement: City General Services Department.
 

Monitoring and evaluation of localprojects was de,Ised. proceduresfor aprojectto digester, and the "Efficiency
localMEREC projects can take Reproduced here isapage from construct a biogas digester at Objective" refers to resource
manyforms. In the case of the Tacloban MEREC the ciy slaughterhouse. The efficiency results obtained. 
Tacloban, Philippines,a Monitoring Handbook that 'Achievement Objective" rfers 
handbook with monitoring and provides initial monitoring to construction of the blogis 
evaluation procedures for all 
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out by expansions of MEREC activity in the countries 
where there have been MEREC demonstrations, 
There isone MEREC ingredient, however, that cannot 
be dispensed with or replaced, because it is the cement 
that holds the MEREC effort together in any local area. 
It is the MEREC focus on measurable resource effi-
ciency achievements through concrete action, 
MEREC participants and local citizens alike are busy
people, occupied with the immediate concerns of family, 
work, and public responsibilities. It iseasy for them to see 
that resource efficiency isbeneficial to the city, but this 
alone is insufficient to command their commitment to a
MEREC effort over a period of months and years.
MEREC has the capability to produce direct benefits to 
the sectors involved. Waste management can be pro-
vided better and less expensively; water and electricity 

supplycanbe made more reliable, and revenue collection 
improved; higher levels of health, sanitation, and nutri
tion can be achieved at virtually no additional cost; traffic 
congestion can be reduced, and commercial opportuni
ties can be expanded, while reducing transportation
costs. In short, through MEREC, agencies responsible
for different aspects of city operations can do better what 
they are rewarded for doing.
Achievements like these, which have been amply demon
ah i nth e ies, mus be e y nt b tampl a 

strated in the MEREC cities, must be understood by all 
as the ultimatepurpose ofMEREC from the outset. This
understanding must be reinforced by rapid progress to 
documented and publicized accomplishments in re
source efficiency, development, human welfare, and city 
management. 
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Chapter 4 

Guarda, Portugal 

The City Guarda isgovrnd by an electd mayor, council of 

aldrmcn, and municipal asscmbly. Thcmunicipal gov-
Guarda ("guard") was founded in the 11lth century as a crnment is responsible for physical planning and for 

walld city to stand sentry over a vital trade route to physical infrastructure requirements, such as the water 
Lisbon through northeastern Portugal. Over the years, distribution system, municipal roads, the public market, 

as the city outgrew its walls, the municipal jurisdiction community centers, the sewage system, and primary 

expanded to ncompass narby agricultural areas, so that schools. Larger scale functions, such as electricity trans

today some of its neighborhoods areactually "colonies" mission and distribution, development of water re
of the city, separated from it by intrvning farmland, sources, national roads, agricultural services, and secon-

Thepopulation ofthecciy propr isalbout 2,000, and that dary schools, even when undertaken at the municipal 
of the entire municipal jurisdiction is about 40,000. level, are the responsibility of agencies of the central 

government. These sometimes operate through reGuarda's mountaintop location gives it a cool climate, gional special-purpose districts, such as water districts. 

remoteness from the more p)opulous coastal areas of the 
country, and proximity o granite deposits and xtnsive Until the introduction of dmocracy just over a decade 

forests. Valleys within the municipality contain good ago, Portugal's towns and cities were run by the central 
agricultural soils. Themainstays of the contmyar local government. As a result, the relatively new democratic 
trade ad services, manufacturing, and gricultur. The municipal govecrnmns have limited technical capability 

central part of the city is reminiscent of many old, small, and administrative experience. 
walled European towns, but new construction tends to be Local responsibility for economic and social planning is 
of a modern Mditrranan stucco style. even more recent. Portuguese law passingresponsibility 
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and a measure ofauthority for local economic and social 
development to municipal governments is only half a 
decade old. It is still general practice among Portuguese
municipal governments to deal primarily with current . .
municipal problems, and not with long-term planning. 
Municipalities in Portugal receive operating and capital
funds from the national budget, based on population, 
rate of population growth, and special area problems. In 
addition, a portion of national tax revenues is returned to 

i,.c" . 

cities in rough accordwith the proportion of taxpayments
by residents of each municipality. Other local revenue 
sources are restricted to user fees, licenses, and permits.
On the whole, only a limited amount of local public
expenditures isunder direct control of municipal govern
ments. 
Portugal's recent history is in part responsible for a 
unique form of administrative organization. There is no 
provincial government. Between the national and the 
municipal levels of government there are two types of 
regional organizations created for the purpose of coordi
nating among municipalities and supporting them with
technical expertise. One of these is th; Regional Coor-
dinating Commission; the other is the Office of Technical ____ 

. -

-

. .. 

Support. 
Guarda falls within the territory of the Central Region 
Coordinating Commission (CCRC). The CCRC is actu-
ally an extension of the Ministry of Interior and is the 
agency responsible for regional planning and for provid-
ing broad types of planning support, when requested, to 
the municipal governments in its area. Departments of 

Opposite: Guarda's city center, 
as seen from one ofthe 
agricultural areas within the 
municipality. 

Above: A scene in Guarda's 
centralcommercialarea. 

' Guarda 

the CCRC include those for local resources, statistics,
economics, and technical training for municipal and 
GAT staffs. (GAT is the Portuguese acronym for Office 

Usbon 

of Technical Support.) 
GATs, of which there are several in the CCRC territory,
each work with a small number of adjoining municipali
ties, providing them with more day-to-day technical 
support than the CCRC. GATs were established by the 
central government but are responsible to the CCRC and 
the municipalities they serve. Their staffs include engi
neers, architects, economists, and other specialists,
whose skills augment the technical staffs of the munici
palities. 
Thus, in Guarda, the MEREC administrative context 
was one in which there was :nsufficient technical capabil
ity or administrative capacity and authority at the munici
pal level to carry out a MEREC effort. But national,
regional, and municipal agencies working together, and 
augmented by consultants and specialists from university
faculties, constituted a more than adequate base of 
technical know-how and development authority. Guarda 
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had worked cooperatively and beneficially with the kind, from city, regional, ornational sources. Subsequent
CCRC and staff of its local GAT, as well as with central implementation activities requiring construction or the
government agencies, in the past. But never had repre- purchase of equipment were to be fully funded by non
sentatives of these different levels worked jointly on AID sources. 
broad sets of municipal issues, involving professionals The Guarda Municipality provided physical facilities,from many different fields, for a sustained period. Never administrative and logistical services, staff expertise, andhad there existed a context for doing so. an overall MEREC Coordinator for its MEREC effort. 
Some of the issues being addressed through MEREC The CCRC, with headquarters located in a city 3 hourshad not previously been dealt with by any of the partici- away from Guarda, also provided space, staff expertise,
pating agencies. All were eager to take on the new and administrative and logistical support.
challenges, however, because doing so was seen as a TheprincipalpermanentmembersofGuarda'sMEREC 
means for strengthening the process of decentralization, Steering Committee included those with the most direct
which is strongly supported by the central as well as local interest in and control over the use ofGuarda's resources 
governments. and those lending primary technical support to the 
In Guarda, for example, for the democratically elected MEREC effort. The membership reflected the fact thatmunicipal government to serve all its constituency, and government in Portugal is still relatively centralized, and
for it to perform a credible job of local land use planning local governments control only a small portion of publicand economic and social development, it needed the expenditures. TheSteeringCommitteewascomposedof
capability to account for agricultural land as a municipal representatives of the following: 
resource in its planning. The MEREC approach sug- Municipal agencies:
gested a means for accomplishing this with the participa
tion and support of the CCRC and the Ministry of Office of the Mayor
Agriculture, and thereby strengthening the capability of Municipal Council (represented by an

the municipal staff to deal with local agriculture further alderman)
in the future. Office of Planning, Zoning, and BuildingPermits 
Decentralized authority and technical capacity are Office of the City Architect 
strongly associated with fulfilling the newspirit of democ
racy in Portugal. But Guarda also recognized that Regional agencies:
formulating its investment needs in the context of long- CCRC
 
term plans would add to the efficiency of its investment GAT
 
decisionmaking, and would strengthen its arguments for Central government agencies:
central government and .utside donor assistance. An Department of Agriculture
important fact that was not overlooked either by Guarda Department of Water and Sewage Supply
or the CCRC as they embarked together on Guarda's Ministry of Industry and EnergyMEREC effort was that Portugal stood soon to join the Othe 1 aldermen, central government agen-
European Economic Community. Following this there cier municipal a dermns c ent o tricitynme
would flow a certain amount of development assistance cies, national institutions such as the national electricityfrom the EEC; such development assistance was likely to enterprise, participated from time to time, either in the
flowfirsttolocalareaspoisedwithproject plansthat were Steering Committee or in activities of sectoral Working
formulated within an overall development planning Groups. In addition, the Universities of Coimbra and 
context. Porto, and private consultants, provided computer pro

grammers, architects, engineers, agronomists, anddraftsmen to Guarda's MEREC effort. 
MEREC in Guarda In the case of Guarda, the MEREC Steering Committee 

played a major role initially, but after that performedBecause Portugal is no longer a regular AID-assisted principally a review and approval rather than a leadership
country, Guarda's MERECgrant from AID included no function. Initiative was handed over to sectoral Working
"hardware" implementation funds. The initial round of Groups more than in Tacloban or Phuket. These wereresource-efficiency projects were all to be planning, coordinated by the Guarda MEREC Coordinator, aresearch, and information/education activities; and even professional planner who worked closely with the mayor
these required supplemental funding, either cash or in- and was supported by the CCRC. 
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The CCRC played a major role in MEREC in Guarda. 
It assisted with all phases ofproject activity, handled and 
accounted for AID grant funds, assisted with project
monitoring, provided technical specialist support, andassisted with dissemination activities at local and national 
leveIdditionsseminatit nassi tie s timplementation bylevels. In addition, itassisted project ipentioby
identifying and soliciting funds from organizations at the 
local, regional, and national levels and by identifying and
coordinating technical assistance from central govern-
ment agencies, universities, and consulting firms, 
A number of central government agencies that did not 
participate directly in MEREC have been following
Guarda's MEREC effort closely, have provided techni-
cal assistance, and are lending support to the implemen-
tation of selected projects that emerged from Guarda's 
MEREC planning process. The private sector has not 
been directly active in MEREC in Guarda, though it has 
adopted and benefited from some of the lessons ofMEREC demonstrations. 
The resources of major concern identified in Guarda 
were urban land, water, urban waste, local building 
materials, energy, and transportation fuel. The key
urban sectors were water and sewage supply, waste 
management, energy supply, agricultural production,
civil construction, and municipal planning. 
Preparation of the Resource Situation Reports was 
coordinated by the MEREC Coordinator but was under-
taken through a variety of mechanisms. Guarda munici-
pal staff, CCRC and GAT staff, specialists from central 
government agencies, the Universities of Coimbra and 
Porto, and private consultants were all involved in devel-
oping the Resource Situation Reports. As part of the
preparation of these reports, sectoral Working Groups
conducted continuing series of workshops to bring to-
gether the inputs and ideas of various specialists, 
In Guarda the initial MEREC Strategy and Action Plans 
emerged simultaneously from work on the Resource 
Situation Reports. The first summary MEREC Strategy 
and Action Plan matrix, shown in chapter 3, contained 11strategic resource-efficiency objectives and 20 specific
local projects designed to accomplish the objectives.
These were later consolidated into 16 local projects, and 
during the course of implementation the number wasreduced further. 
Geurd ME or cc sStudyGuarda's MEREC resource-efficiency strategic objec-
tives reflected the following overall concerns about
major local resources: 
Local water supplies were inadequate for the rapidly
growing demand. Distribution was unreliable, and water 
revenues did not cover costs. 

Energy for heating was costly, owing largely to the fact 
that local construction did not account for Guarda's cold 
climate. 
UrbaUan neighborhoods had leapfrogged beyond agricul
tural areas, making service provision difficult and costlyand threatening good agricultural lands with infill developdt. 
opment. 
The full potential of agricultural lands was not being 
realized. 
The management of urban waste offered opportunities
for resource recovery and savings in consumption of 
transportation fuel that were not being exploited.
The fashion in construction had turned its back on local 
building materials, particularlygranite and wood, and on 
local firms and artisans that supplied and worked with 
them. 

The 16 local projects that Guarda identified to address 
resource-efficiency objectives reflecting these resource 
concerns were the following: 
Water andsewer sector 

Development of a plan to increase efficiency in 
the local water distribution system through
leak detection/repair and other measures 

Study of water demand and supply to identify
and evaluate alternative sources for meeting 
future potable water needs 

Evaluation of the present water treatment 
system, with recommendations for improving 
efficienc and water quality 

Study of future sewage system requirements and 
development of a plan for system expansion 

Study of possible utilization of water stored by a 
proposed hydroelectric dam to fill future 
water needs 

Waste managementsector
 
eemen t s er
 

plan for collection, transportation, and
disposal of solid wastes 
dy of solid waste s 

Study of solid waste recycling feasibility 
Study of methane generation potentials at thecity landfill 

of feasibility of a biogas generator at thecity slaughterhouse 

Energysupply sector 
Study of feasibility and design for generating 

electricity from biogas at two large animal 
feedlots near the city 
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Research, demonstrations, and information 
dissemination on local renewable energy 
sources 


Agriculturalproductionsector 

Survey and classification of agricultural lands so 
that prime agricultural land could be targeted 
for preservation 

Study and plan for optimal irrigation system for 
agricultural lands 

Civil constniction sector 
Research to update building codes and standards 

to promote energy efficiency 
Promotion of local materials for use in construc-

tion, including demonstrations 

Municipalplanning sector 

Development of a resource-efficient land use 

plan, including coordination and incorpora
tion of relevant elements of other studies and 
plans, assessment of existing land uses and 
management practices, a land demand 
forecast, and recommended urban manage-
ment tools and programs for implementation 

Guarda found itself unable to carry out some of theseprojects within the time frame of the AID-funded 
MERE deonsratonandit ws eentall deer-MEREC demonstration, and it was eventually deter-

mined that greater efficiency would would be achieved by 
modifying some projects and consolidating others. But
in one form or another, most of Guarda's local MEREC 
projects were carried out. The result is that Guarda is the 
first city in Portugal with resource-efficiency-based and 
modern development, land use, and urban management 
plans. 

Because Guarda's AID-funded MEREC demonstrationBecase uard's
ID-unde MEEC emontraion 

project included primarily studies and plans, in a sense 
everything that has followed from these can be consid-
ered a MEREC spinoff. These spinoffs have included: 

construction of a new water supply line to the city; 
e 	 new water treatment procedures; 

* 	 a commitment from the national electricity enter-
prise to expand a reservoir associated with a hydro-
electric project in order to assure the city's future 
water supply; 

a program of water distribution leak detection and 
repair; 


@ 	construction of several new schools and renovation 
of a community center based on designs that are 

energy efficient and make use of local building 
materials; 

e 	 an education and training campaign to encourage 
energy efficiency and use of local granite and wood 
in private construction; 

e 	 private construction using what people in Guarda 
call "MEREC principles" of energy-efficiency;

* 	 a plan for strategic location of glass recycling con
tainers; 

e 	 newzoningordinances to preserve agricultural lands 
and make public service provision more efficient; 

* 	 the beginnings of a new sewage system that ulti
mately will include biogas digesters; 

* funding from the EEC for feedlot biogas digesters; 
9 	 new fuel-efficient routing for solid waste collection

trucks; 

* a water conservation campaign. 
Most of these activities, however, are more appropriately 
thought of as direct consequences of AID-supported 
MEREC local demonstration activities, rather than as 
spinoffs. Many of them will be discussed further in the 
next section of this chapter, in association with Guarda's
MEREC projects. Guarda has only recently completedisEEsuisnpasnbgnnpeet~o
its MEREC studies and plans andbegun implementation
of them. Most of the true long-range spinoffs are yet to 
develop. 

But it is already clear that the MEREC influence will 
continue to be felt in Guarda and neighboring munici
palities for many years. "MEREC principles" are firmly 
institutionalized in the operations of the GAT and the 
City Planning, Zoning, and Permits Office and receive 
continuing promotion by those offices among buildersand the public. 

All newcitybuildingsin Guarda andneighboring munici
palities served by the local GAT incorporate at least 
some of those principles. Income-earning opportunitiesfor local craftspeople working in granite and wood have 
been expanded. The water supply system already pro
vides much-improved service at dramatically lower cost, 
and water resources have been assured for the future. 
Sanitation, solid waste management, and sewage have all 
been improved, incorporating energy-efficiency prin
ciples. Alternative energy sources are being developed, 
being preserved,and resource recoveryand isfarmbeingproductivityinstituted. isFarmland isbeing in

creased. Long-term planning is now an established part 
Guarda's municipal management activities. 
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Sumrnay workplan for several technical specialist specififc 
Ofthe projects in Guarda's tasks, and scheduling oftasks. 
MERECAcdion Plan. The Thseyear shown, 1985.84 was 
Projectsare organizedby sector obviously a veiy busy one in 
Opposite eachproject is shown Guarde 
the individualwith primaiy 
responsibility, consulting 
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Moreover, new relationships have been established municipality to refer to MEREC as a watershed in their among municipal, regional, and national agencies. In professional lives.particular, the close, broad-based, multidisciplinary, and In one nighborhood of Guarda there stands a commuresource-focused working relationship that developed .ity center that was created by the municipality through 
between Guarda, the GAT, and the CCRC during theMEREC demonstration continues on a routine basis. 

renovation of an old building on the site. Plans for therenovation were drawn up by the local GAT architect.That relationship, in turn, brings more central govern- One section of the building was renovated 4 years ago,ment agencies into direct involvement with municipal before MEREC. It has a plain white stucco institutional 
concerns. 

appearance, with aluminum windows, uninsulated walls,The Guarda MEREC experience has attracted consider- and electric heating. An adjacent section was recentlyable attention in Portugal. It has received media cover- renovated, after the architect had researched alternativeage and has been exhibited at two national energy confer- designs under MEREC.
 ences. Mayors of other towns throughout Portugal have 
 The newer section is of locally quarried and cut graniterequested information about it, and some have even block and therefore appears to share a connection withlobbied for their own MEREC projects. The central Guarda's long history. It features rough-hewn roofgovernment sees M EREC as a powerful tool for hasten- beams, wood-frame windows, a wood-burning stove, anding the decentralization process. So it was perhaps insulated walls and ceiling. The cost of the newer sectioninevitable that MEREC in Portugal would be expanded. is comparable to the cost of the older one.
 
In late 1986 seven additional cities within the territory of 
 The architect likes to tell the story ofhow MEREC madethe CCRC embarked on their own MEREC efforts, with him a convert to designs that are energy efficient andthe encouragement and support of the CCRC. In each employ local building materials. In fact, the MERECcity a startup workshop was held, chaired by the mayor, demonstration in Guarda merely provided the opportuwho in each case has initially taken on the responsibility nity for him to embark on a new direction in his profesof being the MEREC Coordinator. Each municipality sional work. It was he who seized the opportunity,has committed funds, technical staff, and logistical sup- undertook the research, and became committed to theport to its MEREC effort, supported by the respective idea. He will continue to refine and pursue "MERECGATs and the CCRC. Each startup workshop was principles" in his work, whether in Guarda or elsewhere,attended by 40 to 80 people from all levels of government and already has several additional "MEREC projects"and the private sector who focused their discussions on under development.

energyand resource issues as the first step in determining nd .
mnlocal resources of major concern for MEREC purposes. He, and many others like him who have been a part of
The CCRC has established a series of training programs MEREC in Guarda, represent the highest form ofdemonstration project achievement: the opening up of
for GAT and municipal staffs and has helped organize opportunities for individuals to improve their own ives
MEREC Steering Committees and Working Groups in and make greater, and more lasting, contributions toeach of the new cities. All seven of these new MEREC their communities.
efforts are now well under way, and for them all Guarda 
serves as the model and example of what can be accom
plished with a resource-based approach to city manage-
 Guarda's MEREC Projects
ment and development and with intersectoral and intergovernmental coordination and cooperation. Most of the studies and plans undertaken in connection 
The expansion of MEREC in Portugal constitutes the with MEREC in Guarda were paid for in part withfirst regionwide MEREC demonstration and is already MEREC funds from AID. These funds were usedproviding insights into the roles different governmental primarily to pay for consultant specialists or outsideand university agencies might play when MEREC is services such as drafting or computer operations.
undertaken at this level. 

Possibly the most important and lasting impacts of 

In the case of every study or plan, however, an equal or
larger part of the true cost was borne by participatingMEREC in Guarda, however, have been on the many organizations, including the Guarda municipality, theindividuals involved in it at all levels ofgovernment. It is CCRC, theGAT, the Universities ofCoimbra and Porto,common in conversations for many of the professionals and a wide variety oforganizations and public enterprisesworking at the CCRC, the local GAT, and the Guarda affiliated with the central government, such as the na
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tional electricity enterprise and the National Center for
Urban Land Use Planning. These organizations pro-
vided staff experts, study facilities, logistical support,data, or services such as reproduction of plans, blue-
prints, and documents. A recent review of accounting 
records by the CCRC revealed that the value ofcontribu
tions bythe CCRC, GAT, and Guarda municipalityalone
amounted to approximately twice the dollar contribution
of AID. 

Some of the studies and plans discussed below were 
carriedout entirely bylocal staff. Others were carried out 
primarily by consultants, working closely with local staff. 
Still others relied heavily on technical support from 
national agencies or universities.More important than the details of how and by whom 
each of the studies and plans was carried out, however, is 
the fact that so much was accomplished with relatively
little outside financial assistance. The procedure fol-
lowed was not to determine what studies and plans were 
most needed, and then to calculate which of them could 
be financed by MEREC funds from AID; rather, it was 
to determine what studies and plans were needed, andthen to find ways of carrying them out with the financial 
resouro s available. In a few cases this meant using no 
MEREC funds; in others it meant using small amounts 
of MEREC funds to leverage in-kind contributions of
larger value from other organizations. In one or two 
cases, particularly where services had to be purchased
from the private sector, the projects were paid for pri-
marily by MEREC funds. 

Water Distribution 

Guarda is located at an elevation 600 meters higher than 
its water source, and water pumping is very costly and 
consumes an enormous amount of energy. For this
 
reason, as well as to conserve the water resource, a high

MEREC priority was to increase water distribution 

efficiency. 

This project had two main components. The first en-
tailed a complete technical mapping of Guarda's water 
distribution system, which had grown piecemeal and 
without adequaterecords over manyyears. The technicalmapingperittd mply acalbraionte cty hento 
mapping permitted the city then to employ a calibrationmodel to correct pressure and volume problems and 
increase distribution efficiency throughout the system, as 
well as to develop standards for system expansions. 
In conjunction with this effort, an evaluation of Guarda's 
water treatment facility and procedures was undertaken. 
The evaluation led to improvements in the facility and 
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The cover and a page from a 
book of climatic data published 

architects aspal of a program 
to encourage energy.efficient 

procedures that resulted in consistently higher quality 
water at lower cost. 

byGuarda, Portugal during its 
MEREC demonstration. The 
book is aimed at builders and 

building designs. 
The second main component involved the loan by TVA 
of a water leak detector for use on an experimental basis. 
A TVA specialist was also made available to provide 
training to municipal employees in use of the leak detec
tor and in flow-,neter calibration. 

Tests showed that Guarda was losing about 40% of the 
water pumped into its system. The city mapped out and 
launched a program of leak detection and repair. In 6 
months, nearly 30 significant system leaks were located 
and repaired by municipal staff,at a cost tothe city o' over 
$7,000. However, the value of water saved was $132,500 
per year, a figure approximately equal to the municipal 
payroll. 

As a result of this experiment, the CCRC has acquired a 
leak detector for further use by Guarda and other cities 
in its territory. 

This project heightened Guarda's awareness of the 
importance of water distribution efficiency and water 
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conservation measures, and of the potentials for im-
provement. As a consequence, it introduced a program 
of moe regalar meter readings, revised the water rate 
system to encourage conservation, and undertook a 
public water-conservation awareness campaign. 

Water Supply 

During certain times of the year Guarda was plagued 
with daily water stoppages owing to inadequate supplies. 
This was not only an inconvenience but represented a 
serious disruption to economic activity. For example, 
while tourism is not a mainstay of Guarda's economy, 
during the summer months visitors from countries 
throughout Europe provide a substantial injection to 
local commerce. It was precisely at this time ofyear that 
water stoppages were most frequent and prolonged, 
causing visitors to shorten their stays, and discouraging 
return visits. 

The components of this project included studies of 
medium- and long-term water demands, assessment of 
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potentials for increasing the supply from existing water 
impoundments, cost-benefit studies for capital improve
ments to assure adequate supplies in the medium range, 
and a study to determine the feasibility of enlarging a 
proposed hydroelectric empoundment to serve future 
water supply needs. 
These studies confirmed the urgency of the problem for 
Guarda, which is a rapidly growing city, and demon
strated that solutions were both technically and finan
cially feasible. They resulted in two major actions that, 
combined with the water distribution efficiency meas
ures described above, assure the citizens and businesses 
of Guarda an adequate water supply for the foreseeable 
future. 
The first action, funded and executed by the city, was to 
construct a new larger diameter pipeline for pumping 
water from the existing water empoundment into the city 
system. The second action was to involve the national 
electricity enterprise in a review of local water demand 

estimates for the next 50 years and in feasibility calcula
tions for enlarging its planned hydroelectric empound
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ment. As a result, the national electricity enterprise has 
committed itself to a larger empoundment that will 
create additional water as well as energy resources, 

Sewage Expansion 

The sewage system in Guarda, like the water distributionsystem, had been pieced together over the years. It was
in a state of deterioration, and many areas of the munici-
pality were not served. What was needed was a total
review of the system, a program ofsystem upgrading, and 
coordination ofexpansion plans with land use planning to 
achieve the highest possible level of efficiency of bothservice provision and use of the urban land resource.si a est. 
This project entailed technical mapping of the existing 
sewage system, evaluating the condition and capacity of
the system, estimating future demand for service and 
treatment, and developing a plan for upgrading and
extending pipelines and for expanding treatment capac-
ity. A long-term renovation program has been initiated 
on the basis of the new plan. Special features include
maximum use of gravity to conserve pumping energy,
expansionbased on areas targeted for residential growth,
use of biogas digesters in association with treatment 

facilities, and joint operations with 
a nearby town to 

permit better service in both places at lower cost for each. 


Solid Waste Collectionthar. 

The solid waste collection system in Guarda emerged

without planning or attention to efficiency. As new 

neighborhoods developed, they were added to the collec. 
tion system haphazardly. The city was spending about
$22,500 per year on fuel for collection trucks alone, 

This project included a review of current practices ansolid waste collection in Guarda and in other cities, anddevelopment of a new energy-efficient collection plan. 

The study was undertaken, and a computer program was 
developed to map out fuel-efficient collection routes. Asa reult deignandlacmen ofpubic tashrecptalesaresult, design and placement ofpublic trash receptaclesand collection truck routing have been revised. Early 

data show a consequent 20% savings in fuel used for solidwaste collection. The computer model is now available 
for use by other cities. 

Solid Waste Recycling 

In an effort to reduce solid waste collection and disposal
costs, and to achieve resource recovery, a study of the 
feasibility of recycling solid waste materials was under-
taken. The project included a review of recycling expe-

riencesin Portugal, analysis ofsolidwaste collected inthe 
city, evaluation of the market values of recoverable 
materials, recycling feasibility studies for recyclable 
materials, and plans for recycling each material with 
potential for profit. 
The studies showed that paper and glass could be re
cycled profitably. A plan was drawn up whereby the citywould collect and pay citizens for packaged paper waste,
which would be sold to private dealers at a small profit.
A plan was also drawn up for the strategic placement of
glass collection containers throughout the city and for 
collection and sale of glass by the municipality to recy
cling companies. 
The municipality has recently completed a building thatincludes 60 square meters of waste paper storage area 
and has begun to install the glass collection containers. It

ill soon be passing an ordinance requiring separation of 
paper and glass from other waste and then will begin
implementing the recycling plans. Guarda is the first city
in Portugal with a recycling program of this kind. 

Gas Generation From Waste 
This project had two components: a feasibility study for 
methane gas generation at the city landfill, and afeasibil
ity study for biogas generation at two livestock feedlots in 

the area.
The first study reviewed the experience of other cities
with producingmethane from landfill waste; assessed the 
potential for methane production at the landfill in
Guarda in terms of quantity, value, and economic feasi. 
bility; and provided recommendations for methane
generation. The conclusions of the study thatwere 

methane production at the small and casually operated
city landfill was not economically feasible, but that itwould be feasible if a larger regional landfill were established and designed to facilitate methane generation. 

G uarda has now established cooperative links with two 
mun p est a d c ratig a in al sit arynearbynearby municipalities toward creating a regional sanitary

landfill that will improve sanitation, ultimately createusable land, and make possible methane production. 

The second study involved assessing both the technical 
and the economic feasibility of generating electricity
from biogas produced by abiogas generator chargedwith
laivestock waste. The electricity would be used first tomake the feedlot operations self-sufficient in energy, and 

the surplus would be sold to nearby rural users. 
One of the feedlots holds an average of 200 cows and 800 
pigs, and the other holds an average of 35 cows, 50 pigs,
and 800 sheep. The feasibility of generating electricity at 
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both sites was confirmcd, and financing for implementa-
tion will be provided by the EEC. This project will result 
dnucmdrwastesdisposalncostsnreducednenergyacosts and 

duce wate dspoal
csts reucedenegy cstsand 

consumption of publicly generated electricity, and, ulti-
mately, lower food costs. 

Renewable Energy 
The renewable energy research and demonstration 
project had as its main components: 

* 	 a review of the state of the art of renewable energy 
systems; 

R seminars on renewable energy systems in Guarda; 

and 
* 	 preparation, printing, and distribution of brochures 

on climatic data, energy consumption, and energy 
management. 

The project concentrated on solar and wood energy. 
Studies were made of local climatic data relevant to 
building siting and construction considerations, solar 
energy potentials in Guarda, energy consumption in 
buildings, alternative solar collector designs and fire-
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Thje cover and apagefronh wood window frames, and
 
Guarda's MEREC book about heating by direct solar eneg,

theAlfarazespriniary school thermal mass and wood stovi
 
designed under the MEREC The school isconstructed of
 
demonstration. The design locally quarried granite.
 
incorporates energy-efficiency
 
features such as insulation,
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place and wood-burning stove utilization, procedures for 
energy monitoring in buildings, and more. Workshops 
were held for architects and builders, and a program of 
distribution of energy-efficiency information was 
launched, aimed primarily at those involved with building 
construction or renovation, 

Agricultural Lands 

This project was aimed at conserving and improving the 
productivity of Guarda's agricultural land resource, 
Under this project, all agricultural and undeveloped
landswithinthemunicipaljurisdictionwereanalyzedand 
classified so that prime agricultural lands could be tar-
geted for preservation through a new land use plan and 
zoning ordinances. This was complemented with an 
analysis of existing soils, streams, slopes, rivers, canals, 
dams, and other irrigation and drainage features; identi-
fication of problem irrigation and drainage areas; and 
identification of opportunities for improved irrigation
and drainage efficiency. The studies were carried out in 
consultation with farmers in the area. 
Study findings were incorporated into the land use plan-
ning project and also served as the basis for a separate
irrigation and drainage plan. The irrigation and drainage 
plan has so far led to five new irrigation and drainage
infrastructure projects in the farming areas ofthe munici-
pality. 

Civil Construction 

The purpose of this multifaceted project was to develop, 
experiment with, demonstrate, facilitate, and promoteapproaches to public and private construction that make 
use of ocally produced wood and granite and that 
incorporate energy-efficient siting and design principles, 
The main components of the project included: 

* 	 incorporating research findings of the renewable 
ene -project into building component design stan
dara itilizing these principles in demonstration 
public construction projects; 

e preparing and distributing booklets, brochures, and 
handouts providing design information for both 
public and private construction and renovation; 

qestablishing a MEREC design team to respond to 
requests from the public and private sectors for 
assistance in incorporating MEREC design prin-
ciple. into new construction or renovati' .portation 

In the first few months of this project, the designs and/ 
or siting of several schools, a community center, and a 

public housing project were altered or completely done 
over by or with the help of the MEREC design team. The 
original designs were in accord with current national 
standards appropriate to a much warmer climate than 
prevails in Guarda and that did not take into account the 
availability of local granite and wood construction mate
rials. In addition to energy-efficient siting and the 
incorporation of granite and wood components, the new 
designs employed insulated storm shutters, wood win
dow frames, thermal mass floors, integral solar green
houses, insulated walls and ceilings, solar-heated work
rooms, and woodburning stoves. In these models the 
insulating material used is made of cork, also a local 
product. 
Using local building materials reduced construction 
costs in the schools by an average 10%, an amount equal 
to the additional cost of insulation. Savings on electricity
consumption average 70%. These schools represent the 
first 	time that insulation has been used in walls and 
ceilings of public buildings in this part of Portugal. 

gsoofepubli bungsinathisnart of Porgal. 
Booklets have been prepared and are being distributedthat detail the special design features of the schools, and 
the MEREC design team has since assisted with the 
design of many private and public buildings, including all 
public buildings in neighboring towns designed with the 
help of GAT architects. The Ministries of Education and 
Public Works are studying the designs and expect soon to 
be adopting new design standards forschool construction 

in the northern part of Portugal based on what has been 
learned from the Guarda demonstrations. 

A series of pamphlets and handouts has been prepared 
that provide advice for the general public on energy
efficiency and the use of local building materials in
construction. These are distributed on request at public 
meetings, and to every applicant for a building permit. 
More detailed plans and specifications are distributed 
and used in workshops and training seminars for architects and builders. 

LandUse/Urban Management 

Land use and urban management in Guarda were out of 
control. The demands of local democratic government 
and population growth in Guarda had outpaced the
growth in technical and administrative capacity of themunicipal staff. Agricultural lands were threatened by
expansion of urban neighborhoods. Traffic and trans
portation was chaotic, resulting in excessive use of trans

fuel, unproductive use of time, and congestion 
that inhibited trade in central commercial areas. Devel
opment was moving into areas unserviced by public 
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utilities, forcing municipal services to "run after" new 
housing and expand inefficiently. This project repre
sented the first major step in gaining control over use of 
the urban land resource and managing it for its highest 
and best use. 

The primary components of the project included: 

* assessing current land use and urban management

practices; 

* 	 forecasting future land use demands; 
* 	 developing proposals for alternative future land use, 

with associated resource-efficiency implications; 
* 	 developing programs and urban management tools

for implementation of the plan adopted by the city.for impcmestationeofthesplanrpted wateb ity-Work on this projcct was coordinated with water distri-

bution, sewage, solid waste collection, soils, slopes, 
drainage, and irrigation work mentioned earlier. It was 
also coordinated with a new transportation plan that was 
under development before MEREC. 

carrying out the survey work for this project extensiveInIn carying o thgh-sool this reuc edsurve o 

use was made of high-school students. 
 This reducedcosts, provided income-earning opportunities for stu-
dents, and exposed the students to the resource-effi-
ciency urban planning principles being employed. 
As a result of this project, a new plan was developed and 
adopted by the Guarda municipality, along with corre-
sponding zoning, building, transportation, and related 
ordinances and procedures. Some of:he central features 
of the new plan are: 
" 	 concentration of future development in the present

urban nucleus; 
" protection and improvement of agricultural, min-

eral, and forest resources; 
" 	 improvement of traffic and building patterns in new 

areas of the city removed from the center, and 
preservation of traditional characteristics of the old 
city;, 

* 	 directing growth away from areas currently without 
municipal services. 

The comprehensive urban land use planning and man-
agement work in Guarda is being used as a model by the 
CCRC for other cities in its territory. The plan has drawn 
the attention of the national government, which is en-
couraging other cities in Portugal to follow Guarda's 
example. 

Conclusion 

Guarda's MEREC projects are clearly improving life for
 
Guarda's citizens and will continue to do so for years to
 
come.
 
Guarda'sMEREC experience demonstrateswhat canbe
 
accomplished by a city with relatively little municipal

improvement experience if there is supportive coopera
tion from other levels of government. In this case,
 
municipal government, regional government, a
 
subregional technical assistance office, and the national
 
government all played important roles, and all contribue o sr n t e i g lcl g v r m n. I at h
uted to strengthening local government. In fact, the

Guarda MEREC demonstration illustrates dramatically
the contribution a MEREC process can make to advanc
ing decentralization of capacity and authority to lower
 
lvs oe ent . it as sthrcentlor
 
levels of government. It also shows the central impor
tance of planning in this process, and the way in which
 
planning not only attracts funding from outside sources
but assures the best use of those funds for improving the
 
qaiyo ra ie
quality of urban life.
 
Guarda's adaptation of MEREC was to a physical envi
ronment with resource problems and opportunities
 
rather different from what is often found in developing

countries.
 
It is clear from Guarda's MEREC experience that the
 
validity ofMEREC principles is not limited to tropical or
 
semitropical areas. As was the case in Tacloban, Guarda
 
showed that relatively modest efforts can lead to signifi
cant savings and improvements in water supply, waste
 
management, construction, energy consumption, land
 
use, and other municipal activities that have a major

bearing on the quality of life. Guarda demonstrated
dramatically how homegrown innovation 
can promote 
efficiencies in both the public and private sectors, and 
how such efficiencies can stimulate new private sector 
opportunities. 
In Guv,rda we have seen that people will readily adopt
innovations if the benefits are clear, and that it is often 
appropriate forgovernment to take the lead, and the risk, 
in demonstrating those benefits. Indeed, it is difficult not 
to be impressed by the extent to which not just individu
als, but other local governments, have seen what Guarda 
has accomplished through MEREC, and have taken 
steps to replicate those accomplishments. 
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from the ewisting 
empoundinent. It was installed 
after studies performned under 
MERECshowed this to be an 
appropriatesolution to the city's 
water shortageproblem untila 
largerempoundment could be 
complfeted. 
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Above: Water leak detection 
repairactivitiesundertaken 

partof Guarda'sMEREC 
Photo by Tennessee 

Valley Authority. 

'" 

. .Left: Map showing soil slopes 
and qualitiesin the Guarda 
municipait, preparedduring 
Guarda's MERECland use 

. < / /i,,'' planningproject. 
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"p-Citizens depositbottlesforglass 
2" ," recycling in containers like 

these. Different color containers 
are for separation ofglass by 

i color. A spinoffofGuarda's 
'i MEREC demonstration was 

development ofaplan for 
strategic placement of the 

j: containers at convenient highftrafficlocations throughout the 

city. 

.. 
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Above: A new primary school 
in Guarda. Designed under the 
MEREC demonstration, it 
features MERECprinciples: 

Opposite, top: "]heinterior of 
the school, showing the raised 
wood floors, wood stove, and 
wood i'indowfrancs. 

local wood and granie 
J Wconstrucio,, materials, Opposite, bottom: A design 

J"" .. .and 

Pislation, wood window 
frames, heating by wood stove, 

more. 

drawing of the interior, taken 
from the same book as the 
drawing on the oppositepage. 

Lcft: A drawing of the school 
taken front a book published by 
Guarda that contains 
specifications ofsome ofits 
MEREC civil constnction 
projects. 
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being constructedaspart of a kindergarten in a Guarda 

large educatinnal c minpie for neighborhood community 
retarded cnilren in Guarda. center. Thc pre-MEREC wing 
Guarda s MEREC design team on the left was built in a 
introduced des;Su alterations conventional manner. The 
tho, /rd 'r incorporation of portion on the right, designed 
locally quarried granite and under MEREC, incorporates 
locally harvested wood into the local building materials and 
building. The school also energ-efficiency features. 
features wood window frames, 
wall insulation, insulated stoms 
shutters, wood stove heating 
and other MEREC principles. 
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Chapter 5 

Phuket, Thailand 

The City 

Phuket is located in southwestern Thailand on the island 
province of Phuket, in theAndaman Sea. It issurrounded 
by dozens of smaller islands, and the area abounds with 
inviting tropical beaches. Phuket is the provincial capital 
and a regional administrative center for national govern-
mient agencies. Tourism, fishing and fish processing, tin 
mining, and rubber plantations are the major economic 
activities in the area and have been for many years. But 
many of the tin mines are spent, and tourism is now the 
most rapidly growing economic activity. The fast-grow-
ing city has a population of about 45,000, with another 
90,000 in the surrounding area closely linked economi-
cally to Phuket. 

Within the city are a number of spectacular residences 
and many remains of formerly elegant residences be-

longing to tin mine and plantation managers. Most
residential areas, however, are low income, with many 
houses built in a rural style. Nearly everyone in the city 
seems to own a moped, and one with a broken muffler at 
that. In the downtown area the cacophonous roar of 
small engines goes unabated all (lay long. 
The municipal government includes an executive council 
composed of a lord mayor and three councilors (vice
mayors), and a municipal assembly. The 18 members of 
the municipal assembly are elected for 5-year terms, and 
the executive committee iselected from among these to 
execute day-to-day functions of the municipality. 
The operating departments of the municipality include 
engineering and civil works, public health, municipal 
treasurer, education, water supply, and the city clerk. 
Provincial departments include industry, commerce, 
agriculture, public health, transport, community devel
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opment, and police. Most other functions, including
development of water and energy resources, are the 
direct responsibility of agencies of the national govern
ment. 
To some extent provincial c.epartments have responsi
bilities not given to municipalities; to some extent they
have the same responsibilities as municipal departments, 
but for nonmunicipal areas of the province; and to some 
extent provincial departments are effectively regional
offices ofnational agencies, with all authority for matters 
within their sectors throughout the province, whether 
within municipalities or in rural areas. The provincial 
governor is appointed by the central government, and 
provincial staff are employees of the Ministry of Interior. 
The city clerk, who reports to the mayor, is responsible
for routine municipal administration and supervision of 
municipal employees. However, the city clerk, like other 
municipal and provincial staff, is an employee of the 
Ministryof Interior. Thus, the municipalitydoes not have 
full authority over the administration of its personnel. 



-

The authority of the municipal government is circum
scribed in other ways as well. For example, the annual  "
 
municipal budget must be approved by the provincial + 
governor, and in turn by the Ministry of Interior in 
Bangkok. In fact, the signing of a grant agreement 
directly with a donor agency such as AID is beyond the i "
 
normal authority of municipal government in Thailand. 
Phuket's MEREC agreement with AID required the 
concurrence and support of the Governor of Phuket Opposite: The view down one

Province and had to be approved by the Department of the roof fthe cimi's
largest

Local Administration of the Ministry of Interior. All iotel,in the commercialcenter.
 
budget expenditures under MEREC had to be approved 
 Above: A scene nearPhuket's
by this same central government department. To some comnmercial center. Bangkok
degree this hampered the municipality's ability to re
spond expeditiously to emerging circumstances during 
the MEREC demonstration. 
Municipal revenues are derived from user fees, permits,
licenses, and revenues from sale and rental of municipal Phuket 
property. The national government augments local 
revenues so as to assure coverage of the approved
municipal budget, but the amount of revenues returned 
to the municipality by the national government has no 
relationship to the proportion of national taxes paid by 
local residents. 
Thus, the MEREC administrative context in Phuket was 
one in which there was a clear hierarchy of authority.
Municipal initiative was not possible without support of 
both the provincial and central governments, both of 
which had effective veto power over other than the most 
routine municipal decisions. While relations among the 
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three levels ofgovernment are cordial and cooperative in 
general, in the case ofPhuket disagreements between the 
national and municipal governments regarding the de-
gree of local self-determination were not uncommon. 

Moreover, two modes of operation central to MEREC 
werewithout precedent in Phuket. The first was planning 
as a basis for project identification; the second was a high 
degree of intergovernmental cooperation. Because of 
the division ofresponsibilities, authorities, and resources 
among the three levels of government, responsibility for 
addressing problems within a larger municipal develop-
ment context fell to no agency at any level. Each 
addressed discrete problems within its area of responsi-
bilityas they arose, in accordance with its own criteria and 
procedures. This was exacerbated by the fact that each 
department or agency at each level ofgovernment had its 
own bureaucracy, policies, and budget; and the percep-
tion that these needed to be protected from incursions by
other agencies engendered a basic mistrust of proposals
for intergovernmental cooperation, 

A further consequence of the compartmentalization of 
different aspects of public administration in Phuket was 
a severely limited technical capacity at the municipal
level. It had simply not been necessary, or possible, for 
the municipal government to engage in initiatives requir-
ing technical capabilities other than for the most routine 
types of urban management: repairing streets, maintain-
ing parks, mounting public observances, contracting for 
public construction, and the like. Thus, to carry out the 
MEREC demonstration project, Phuket was be heavily
dependent on technical support from agencies of other 
levels ofgovernment and from other sources, such as the 
university serving the southern part of Thailand. 

MEREC Ifn Phukot 

Phuket was fortunate in having the enthusiastic support
of the Governor of Phuket Province for its MEREC 
demonstration. The governor believed that municipali-
ties that showed the desire, initiative, and capability for 
local self-determination should be allowed latitude to 
pursue it. And since MEREC offerc'l the city of Phuket 
some financial resources and an approach for shaping its 
own future, he wanted provincial agencies to lend their 
support to the endeavor. 
Phuket was doubly fortunate in that when midterm in the 
MEREC demonstration the central government rotated 
governors for Phuket province, the new governor was 
equally supportive. He welcomed the opportunity to 

work cooperatively with Phuket and to help it fulfill the 
potential for decentralized municipal capability that he 
believed inherent in MEREC. 
In addition, the Prince of Songkla University (PSU), with 
its main campus at Songkla on the mainland and a 
community college branch in Phuket, was very interested 
in participating in the MEREC demonstration. The 
faculty saw the Phuket MEREC demonstration as an 
opportunity for establishing a precedent of community
service by the university, for a hands-on municipal 
management experience that would contribute to 
strengthening its courses, and for testing its specialized 
skills in a real-life situation. 
The MEREC Steering Committee in Phuket was headed 
by the lord mayor and included a councillor designated 
as the first vice-mayor, the city clerk, selected officials of 
municipal departments, representatives of certain pro
vincial departments, representatives of the central gov
ernment, and representatives of PSU. They represented
agencies with the most direct control over use offinancial 
resources in Phuket, those that had to support Phuket's 
MEREC effort for it tobe successful, and those that were 
able and likely to lend technical specialist assistance. 
Specifically, the permanent members of the Steering 
Committee included representatives of the following:
Municipal agencies 

Officeagenies 
Office of the mayor 
Office of the vice-mayor 
Office of the city clerk 
Heads of selected municipal departments 

Provincial agencies
 
Office of Industry
 

Office of Commerce
 
Office of Agriculture
 
Office of Public Health
 
Office of Transport

Office of Community Development 

Central government agencies 
Ministry of Interior 
M i n viro menterr 
National Environmental Board 

Other 
National Institute of Development Admini

stration 
Prince of Songkla University 

Other agencies participated in Phuket's MEREC effort 
more casually, by occasionally participating in Steering
Committee meetings or in specific project activities. 
These included the Land Development Department, the 
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National Water Authority, and the Mineral Resources 
Department on the national level, and local private sector 
representatives. 

The Steering Committee took responsibility for estab-
lishing MEREC policy, and for approving recommenda-
tions and monitoring the work of all Working Groups.
The vice-mayor assumed the position of MEREC coor-
dinator. An additional key position, that of MEREC 
secretary, was created to maintain MEREC records,
monitor day-to-day progress, assure publicity for 
MEREC activities, and receive and distribute reports
and documents. This positionwas taken by the city clerk,
assisted by MEREC assistant secretaries selected from 
her staff. Reflecting the pattern of organization of the 
municipal government, a MEREC Executive Commit-
teewas designated, composed of the mayor, the MEREC 
coordinator, and the MEREC secretary. 
The municipal government provided in-kind services to 
the MEREC effort in the form of large amounts of paid
time of its personnel, office space and support, and the 
use of municipal equipment, including machinery and 
vehicles. In addition, the municipality contributed sub-
stantial amounts of funds from its budget to specific
projects. 
The Executive Committee elected to rely heavily on PSU 
for the extensive technical support needed by the munici-
pal staff to carry out the MEREC effort, rather than on 
national or provincial agencies. While the latter were 
called on when necessary, the mayor felt that in general 
their other obligations made them a less reliable source 
of assistance, and their competing bureaucratic interests 
made them likely to be less responsive to the concerns 
and desires of the municipality, 
PSU designated seven faculty members to provide pri-
marytechnical assistance to Phuket'sMEREC effort and 
concluded a technical assistance agreement with Phuket 
that spelled out the terms under which PSU's MEREC 
assistance would be provided. This agreement called for 
Phuket municipality to cover travel and direct expenses 
of PSU staff on behalf of the municipality, but not 
salaries. Through September 1986, accounting records 
show the value of PSU staff-time contributions to
MEREC in Phuket for work not related to implementa-
tion of specific local resource-efficiency projects, based 
on average faculty salaries, to total approximately $6,000. 
Local officials associated with MEREC attached politi-
cal significance to its progress and success and therefore 
saw to it that MEREC in Phuket had a great deal of 
visibility. MEREC meetings and other activities were 
launched with ceremony and media coverage. MEREC 

logos and signs explaining individual local MEREC 
projects were displayed prominently throughout the city. 
Photographic displays of MEREC activity were, and 
remain, a fixture at City Hall. 
The resources of major concern identified by the Phuket 
MEREC Steering Committee were water, urban waste,
economic development, land, food, and energy. "Eco
nomic development," as a resource, referred to crops
that already were put to economic use, but that could be 
used more widely or processed further to generate more 
income-earning opportunities. Originally, six key urban 
sectors were selected: water supply, waste disposal, in
dustrial development, energy, land use, and agriculture.
In a succession of discussions at Steering Committee 
workshops, these were ultimately reduced and refined to 
five key urban sectors: water supply, urban waste, eco
nomic crops, urban land, and energy. 
Participants in the Phuket MEREC demonstration 
found it awkward to think separately of resources on the 
one hand, and sectors on the other. As the demonstration 
proceeded, the two concepts merged into one: each 
sectoral Working Group saw itself responsible for a 
particular resource area. As a consequence, notions of 
intersectoral coordination based on concerns with 
shared resources did not receive attention in the Phuket 
MEREC demonstration to the degree that they did in 
Tacloban and Guarda. But in the case of Phuket, the 
higher priority challenge was intergovernmental coop
eration and coordination; and simplification of the basic 
MEREC approach seems to have been necessary to 
address that challenge. 
Five sectoral Working Groups corresponding to the five 
key urban sectors were formed. Each contained from 
four to six members, representing municipal depart
ments, provincial offices, and central government agen
cies most closely associated with the sector and the 
resource focus of the Working Group. Each Working
Group was assigned responsibility for a Resource Situ
ation Report. In each case a member of the PSU faculty 
took the lead in bringing the essential information to
gether and helping the Working Group to formulate its 
report. 
Because of the major role played by PSU in preparing the 
Resource Situation Reports, their approaches, sizes, and 
styles were fairly consistent. The Executive Committee 
therefore decided to combine them into a single docu
ment and include an introductory chapter on the overall 
geographic, administrative, economic, and social situ
ationinPhuket. This document constitutes the first basic 
compendium of planning data for Phuket. 
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Resource situations, problems, and opportunities dis-
cussed in the Resource Situation Reports led to a pre-
liminary MEREC Strategy and Action Plan. Because of 
the novelty of intergovernmental and interdepartmental
cooperation, and of approaching municipal issues 
against the background of a broad strategic framework,
considerable time was spent expanding, refining, alter-
ing, and detailing Phukct's MEREC Strategy. 
Among MEREC participants were some who from the 
outset had seen the MEREC demonstration as but a 
means for realizing projects they long had been pressing
for in their sectors. These participants now came to 
understand that projects implemented would have to 
support achievement of the MEREC Strategy, and so 
urged modifications in the strategy that would justify the
projects they wanted. The resultant lively Steering
Committee discussions did, however, ultimately lead to 
a Strategy and Action Plan agreed to by all and were
consistent with the overall purposes and approach of 
MEREC. 
The MEREC resource-efficiency strategy objectives
finally agreed on in Phuket reflected the following overall 
concerns about major local resources: 
Water resources were inadequate for the rapidlygrowing
population and commercial activity in Phuket. The 
treatment plant was operating at capacity, so that even if 
additional sources of water could be tapped, the distribu-
tion system could not accept additional volume. Water 
meters had never been calibrated, and a large volume of 
water was lost from the distribution system through
leakage. Rainwater represented a major untapped re
source. 
There was no sewage treatment plant, and human waste 
disposal was costlyand unsanitary. Solid wast. collection 
and disposal techniqueswere alsoinadequate, costly, and 
unsanitary. Slaughterhouse waste represented a serious 
disposal and pollution problem. 
There were opportunities to increase value added from 
rubber, coconut, and cashew resources and to expand
cashew production. Urban vegetable farming repre-
sented an opportunity to increase nutrition levels among 
the poor, and backyard flower production offered in-
come-earning opportunities. 
Urban land given over to roadways was used very ineffi-
ciently and to the detriment ofpublic safety. Near thecity 
properwere abandoned tin mines that were unsightly and 
dangerous, that contributed to flooding in the city, and 
that constituted potential urban land resources, 
Energy was used wastefully in many ways in the public 
and private sectors, in transportation, and in households, 

To carry out Phuket's MEREC Strategy, the Steering
Committee agreed on an Action Plan containing the 
following 14 local resource-efficiency projects: 
Wa 

ter SupplySector 
Inspection and calibration of water meters 
Detection and repair of distribution system 

leaks 
Dredging of water storage ponds to increase 

their holding capacity 
Demonstration of ways to collect and store 

rainwater at small public buildings 
Urban Waste Sector 

Construction of biogas digester at the munici
pal slaughterhouse 

Construction of fermentation and drying 
tanks for converting human waste to 
fertilizer 

Construction of centralized waste containers 
and placement in commercial areas 

Development of a plan for a new sanitary 
landfill and composting operation 

Economic Crops Sector 
Study of the economic feasibility of enter

prises that could add additional value 
through further processing or use of 
rubber, coconut, and cashew resources 

Demonstration of the use of local materials in 
housing construction 

Urban Land Sector 

Reclamation of an abandoned tin mine for 
multiple uses, demonstrating both public 
and private benefits 

Development of a traffic and transportation 
master plan, with emphasis on increased 
public safety and energy efficiency 

Energy Sector 
Analysis of medium- and long-term energy 

demands and sources of supply 
Demonstration of energy-efficiency principles 

in housing design
As with the Action Plan projects of Tacloban and 
Guarda, some of Phuket's projects were later consoli
dated, modified, or abandoned. For example, the hous
ing construction and design projects were combined into 
a single housing demonstration project, and one of the 
water projects was canceled when it was learned that the 
nationalwater authoritywas soon tobegin a major water 
supply expansion and improvement project in the area. 
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4EREC Resource Strategy Matrix 
Phuket, Thailand 

Resources 

Urban Economic 
Sectors Water waste development Land Food Energy 

Water supply Increase effi
ciency of water 
supply system 

Waste disposal Use rubbish to Convert manure Improve waste 
improve marginal to fertilizer collection 

system 
Industrial Increase finished 
development rubber product 

production 
Energy Economize on all 

energy forms. 
Encourage alterna
tive energy forms. 

Land use Redevelop aban
doned mine land; 
increase areas 
for recreation; 
increase trans
portation effi
ciency; make use of 
local materials 

Agriculture Utilize waste 
material 

Use existing 
resources for food 

production and 
grasses 

SUMMARY Increase munich, Promote effi- Increase value Make more'effi- Increase pro- Use energy
STRATEGY pal water supply cient use of of byproducts cient use of duction from efficiently
for each and distribution urban waste and make use of land existing sources 
resource capacity local crops 

Phuket took an approach to project implementation that One ofPhuket's MEREC Considerable time was spent 
was different from that adopted in Tacloban or Guarda. Strategy matrices. Resources of erpandin& refining, altering
With the launching of the implementation phase of major concern are shown along and detailing Phuket's MEREC

the top; key urban sectors are Strategy.Phuket's MEREC demonstration, the Steering Commit- shown along the sides. 
tee was replaced with a Project Management Commit
tee. Again, the committee was headed by the mayor, the 
vice-mayor served as MEREC management coordina
tor, and the city clerk continued in her role as MEREC 
Secretary. Other members included only the relevant 
municipal department heads. This committee was estab
lished specifically to support, coordinate, supervise, and 
monitor implementation of local resource-efficiency 
projects. Representatives of other agencies continued to 
attend occasional meetings to review overall MEREC 
progress, alterations in project plans, and resource
efficiency achievements of implemented projects, but 
these meetings were no longer constituted as MEREC 
Steering Committee workshops. 
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The sectoral Working Groups were disbanded. The 
Project Management Committee took direct responsi
bility for the tin mine reclamation project, and the 
municipal departments of engineering and civil works, 
public health, and water supply each were given direct 
responsibilityfor two or more projects. PSU and national 
and provincial agencies remained involved in project 

and monitoring, in some cases heavily 
so. But they worked with Phuket municipal staff in 
technical support and advisory capacities, rather than as 
co-members of Working Groups. 
All of Phuket's local MEREC projects were funded 
jointly by MEREC funds from AID and Phuket Munici
palry. In all cases, the municipality and PSU provided in
kind contributions, and in many cases in-kind and/or 
cash contributions were provided by provincial and na
tional agencies as well. In some cases the in-kind 
contributions were very substantial and included such 
things as land and buildings. Individuals from the private 
sector participated in several of the projects but did not
provide cash or significant in-kind contributions. TVA 
technical specialists lent technical support to waste 
management, tin mine reclamation, and water leak de
tection efforts. 
While there was no formal MEREC Education Sector in 
Phuket's MEREC demonstration as there was in Taclo
ban, efforts were made to make the public aware of 
MEREC, its principles, and its activities. These included 
deliberately holding formal MEREC meetings at differ

places in the city, and always inviting media coverage;
five seminars for local business and industry leaders on 
ways to improve energy conservation in their enterprises; 
thewidespread use of MEREC T-shirts and logos; signs
explaining MEREC projects; media coverage of 
MEREC activities such as water leak detection; an 
energy-conservation slogan contest; heavily illustrated 
brochures and booklets distributed at City Hall and at 

public meetings; MEREC exhibits it various
sites throughout the city; demonstration tours of local 
MEREC projects; and even MEREC bumper stickers 
urging energy conservaion. That MEREC has a promi
nent place in Phuket city life is readilyapparent to citizens 
and visitors alike. 
Some local MEREC awareness has come about through
mishap. One unit of MEREC demonstration housing 
was built on unused municipal land on the other side of 
a creek from, and about a hundred meters behind, a 
commercial rifle range. A hill of fill dirt at the end of the 
rifle range is meant to protect the surrounding area from 
the target practice of poor marksmen. Nevertheless, 
stray bullets have found their ways to, and through, the 
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Opposite and left: Two 
MEREC brochures,a means forTwi u111 U 5A disseminating information on 
MEREC in Phuket. 
Above: Another component of 

Phuket's MEREC public 
awareness activities. This 

of two Pauket heroes 
superimposed on amap of 
Phuket Island inurging energy 
conservation. 
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demonstration houses. A dispute has erupted between 
the m'micipality and the rifle range operator concerning
corrective measures. Incidents like this have received 
media coverage and have brought MEREC, as an ongo-

'ing, experimental, and significant effort, to public atten-
tion. 
Implementation of local resource-efficiency projects in 
Phuket began about 2 years later than in Tacloban; and 
unlike the case of Guarda, most of Phuket's projects
involved construction or related activities, rather than 
major studies or phiis. As a result, there has so far been 
little opportunity for significant spinoffs to emerge. But 
there are already indications that the resource-efficiency 
and demonstration impacts will go well beyond those 
anticipated directly from the local MEREC projects in 
Phuket's Action Plan, end in some cases they already 
have. 

For example, themunicipal Department of Water Supply 
found itself dissatisfiedwith its efforts at water conserva-
tionthrough leak detection and repair, meter calibration, 
and rainwater collection projects alone, because it con-
cluded that major achievements in conservation were 
possible through more efficient water use by end users. 
As a result, it launched a public water-conservation 
awareness and education campaign that simultaneously 
stressed actions the municipality was taking to conserve 
water and provided guidance to citizens on how they
could do their part. 
National agencies have taken note both of the MEREC 
process and achievements in general in Phuket, and of 
specific local MEREC projects. The Phuket MEREC 
demonstrationhasbeenfeaturedatanationalmeetingof 
mayors. The central government, pondering what to do 
with abandoned tin mines in several areas of Thailand, 
has followed the Phuket reclamation project closely. In 
fact, viewing the Phuket tin mine reclamation project as 
a possible national model, the central government is 
participating in it directly and contributing a substantial 
amount of money to it. 
Also through the tin mine reclamation project, prece-
dents are being firmly established for interagency coop-
eration. Participants in that project include Phuket 
Municipality, Phuket Provincial Government, PSU main 
campus, PSU community college campus, the Land 
Development Department of the Ministry of Agricul-
ture, and the Mineral Resources Department of the 
Ministry of Industry. This project, and the interagency 
cooperation that is the fundamental facilitating aspect of 
it, will continue for many years, providing a model for 
similar endeavors in Phuket Province and elsewhere in 
Thailand. 

MEREC in Phuket has also provided a model for other 
cities and other universities in Thailand through its 
innovative technical services agre.'mient and working
relationship with PSU. The agreement specifically states 
that its objectives are to provide an opportunity for PSU 
faculty and students to gain operating experience and 
experience working with government agencies at all 
levels and for the city to gain technical support and 
knowledge from PSU faculty. Departments ofPSU that 
participated in MEREC included the Department of 
Engineering, the Departmnt of Management, the 
Department of Natural Resources, the Department of 
Economics, and the Phuket Community College campus. 
Other cities in southern Thailand have observed this, and 
some have already opened discussions with PSU con
cerning similar arrangements. Meanwhile, PSU has 
creatednewcourses and strengthened others on thebasis 
of its experience in Phuket. In some courses, data from 
work in Phuket is used as case study material, giving 
students the opportunity to address proble: sin resource 
use and urban management using actual data from aThai 
city. PSU is also establishing an advisory service for cities 
in southern Thailand as a fixed component of its organ
izational structure. 
As for concrete future programs that build on Phuket's 
MEREC experience, there are many. On its own initia
tive, Phuket organized a conference in the spring of 1987 
for cities in the southern region of Thailand. It allocated 
money both from its MEREC funds and from its own 
sources for this. AID/Thailand and PSU both made in
kind contributions. Representatives of the other cities 
came at their own expense. The conference included 
lectures and tours of local MEREC projects, with em
phasis on intergovernmental cooperation, local initia
tive, the role of PSU, and the resource-based planning 
approach. The specific resource-efficiency technologies 
employed were explained, and data documenting re
source efficiency, financial, public welfare, and local 
development gains were presented. 
AID/Thailand and the Royal Thai Government have 
embarked on a new initiative called the Decentralized 
Development Management Project (DDMP). DDMPis 
intended to strengthen the capability of local rural gov
ernments to plan and manage rural development activity.
The MEREC approach, as refined for application in 
Thailand through the Phuket MEREC demonstration, 
has been adopted as the basis for this project. 
Under DDMP, 36 local rural governments in 9 provinces 
throughout Thailand will be provided financial and tech
nical assistance by AID, the central government, and 
nongovernmental development organizations (NGOs) 
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toundertake resource-based planning exercises that lead 
to local project identification, design, and implementa-
tion. MERECcommitteeswill be established at the local 
rural government level to support and monitor local 
progress and activities, and the Ministries of Public 
Health, Education, Agriculture, and Interior will provide
direct support. 

AID and the Royal Thai Government are also launching 
a Coastal Resources Management (CRM) project.
CRM is intended to establish mechanisms for intergov-
ernmental coordination toward achieving greater and
longer lasting development benefits from Thailand's 
extensive coastal resources. Like MEREC, this project
will begin with a pilot/demonstration project to experi-
ment with and refine an approach suited to the Thai 
context. 
The island and province of Phuket has been selected as 
the site of the initial project because of the successful 
MEREC experience. A Provincial Committee chaired 
by the governor will be established to identify coastal 
management issues and to formulate a coastal manage-
ment strategy and action plan using the MEREC ap-
proach. The ProvncJ; Committee will include central 
government representatives, officials of various provin-cial departments, representatives of the Phuket Munici-
pality, and representatives of private sector groups such 
as the hotel industry, restaurant owners, souvenir shop 
owners, and manufacturing enterprises, 
But perhaps the most significant and lasting impact of 
MEREC in Phuket is in the realm of local initiative.
Local government in Thailand, at the provincial, muiici-
pal, and rural government levels, has historically been
overwhelmingly under the control of the central govern-
ment. Now, at all levels of governm~jnt, there is an 
increasing determination to decentralize authority, re-
sponsibility, and technical capacity. Yet this remains very
uncertain ground in Thailand. Central government 
agencies are hesitant to relinquish cofitrol until they are
certain that sufficient locid capability exists. Local gov-
ernments are uncertain as to how much latitude higher
levels ofgovernment are trulywilling to permit them and 
are no less uncertain about their own capabilities for self-
determination. 

Phuket, through its MEREC demonstration, has shown 
a path. It has shown that local initiative car 3o a long way
in shaping local development, and it has demonstrated
mechanisms for doing this. It has shown that the path, at 
this juncture in Thailand's development, involves localinsight, creativity, and planning, combined with the capa-
bilities of provincial and national government agencies 

and of other institutions such as Thailand's universities. 
It has shown that the idea is to embark on initiatives 
without hesitating to ask for help from others and to use 
the experience to strengthen local capability.
The former deputy head of Phuket's Department of 
Engineering and Public Works is now head of the same 
department in another municipality. He has begun 
lobbying there for construction ofa biogas digester at the 
municipal slaughterhouse. Although the biogas digester 
at Phuket's slaughterhouse was paid for in part by
MEREC funds from AID, it would have provided a net
financial gain to the city had it been built entirely at city 
expense. He is planning to use monitoring data from 
Phuket in an effort to convince his municipal government 
to undertake a similar project, but on a larger scale than 
in Phuket. 
The present city clerk and MEREC secretary in Phuket 
is about to be reassigned by the Ministry of Interior to 
another city in southern Thailand. Another former 
Phuket MEREC participant was reassigned to the same 
citysome months ago. The two have been corresponding 
on means to transfer MEREC concepts and project ideas 
to the new city. 

metpocsaninotnugment projects and in continuing MEREC activity in
In quiet ways like these, as well as in new major develop-E Catvtyn
Phuket, the Phuket MEREC demonstration has created 
alegacythatwill serve development in Thailand foryears 
to come. 

Phuket's MEREC Projects 

At the time of this writing, r-any of Phuket's local 
MEREC projects had only recently been completed and 
begun operation, others were completed but not yet fully
operational, and still others were in the final G.ages of 
construction. In a few cases, factors beyond Phuket's 
control caused extended implementation delays.
As a consequence, for many projects only preliminary
monitoring data were available, and in some cases no 
data had yet been recorded. Projects listed earlier in this 
chapter but not covered in the discussions below were 
either postponed or are still in such early stages of 
implementation that meaningful reporting on them was 
not possible. 

Water Supply 

This project had two components: water meter inspec
tion and calibration, and water distribution system leak 
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detection and repair. Its purpose was to pinpoint and As part of this project, a TVA exper! provided leakrepair sources ofwater loss in the distribution system and detection training for staff of Phuket's Department ofto improve cost recovery in water supply. Under the Water Supply. Phuket invited staff from water depart-MEREC demonstration, pilot programs were conducted ments of other municipalities to participate, so that aat acost of about $4,300in MEREC funds from AID used total of 16 technicians from 4 municipalities in southernto purchase equipment and an in-kind contribution from Thailand benefited from the training.
Phuket Municipality valued at about $850. These led to 
permanent programs of meter calibration and leak re- Rainwater Storage 
pair. 


Phuket records an average of 2,290 mm of rainfall perDuring the pilot program, 485 water meters, including year, one of the heaviest in Thailand, yet has a shortagesome at commercial establishments, were tested and of water supplies. This project had as its objective tocalibrated by municipal workers. The unrecorded water develop, demonstrate, and publicize methods of storinguse represented by the meters in the pilot program alone rainwater and thereby make use of this free and renewwere found to account for financial losses to the city water able resource. 
system of over $13,000 annually. In the first 3 months of The project utilized MEREC funds to construct 15use, a leak detector borrowed from TVA uncovered 27 ceramic urns and 10 ferro-cement tanks to capture
waterannualsystemsavingsleaksof $8,400that, whenworthrepaired,of treatedrepresentedwater. an ra i c r om roo fto e-cmn tems Th syt erainwater from rooftop collection systems. The systemsincorporate a valve that allows a cleansing runoff duringPhuket has since purchased its own leak detector, at a the first rain of the season to be diverted from thecost of $2,500, to continue the program. Through Sep- container. The city designed, supervised construction of,tember 1986, an additional 32 leaks were detected and and installed the urns and tanks at its own expense. Eachrepaired, resulting in additional water conservation val- urn hasa capacityof 1,600liters, and the tanksweremadeued at $6,000 per year. in 2,000 and 5,000 liter sizes. 
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The urns have been placed at preschool centers and rural 
community centers. The ferro-cement tanks have been 
placed at MEREC demonstration houses, public 
schools, and a mosque. The rainwater collection systems 
are being demonstrated at locations that have no public 
water service. 
All the demonstrations are in progress and appear to be 
successful. However, owing to implementation delays,
monitoring data and dollar valuations of water collected 
and used are not yet available, 
Brochures describing the collection systems and book-
lets with technical specifications are being distributed by 
the city. As soon as data are available that confirm the 
financialbenefitsof thesystems, the citywillupdate these 
documents and launch a campaign to encourage com-
mercial manufacture and adoption of the systems by 
households, rural public agencies, and neighborhood
organizations. One component of this effort will be to 
provide guidance and assistance to small enterprises that 
might manufacture the urns and tanks. 

Biogas Generators 

Using MEREC funds from AID for construction,city resources for design, construction monitoring, andand 

adjustments during the trial period, Phuket installed a 
demonstration biogas digester at its new slaughterhouse, 
Because construction of the slaughterhouse was well 
under way as MEREC implementation activities began, 
and the design and siting did not accommodate full-
service biogas operations, the biogas digester isof limited 
size. It utilizes slaughterhouse animal waste to produce 
methane gas, which provides energy for heating ene row 
ofscaldingpots. Thegas produced is sufficient to replace
all the energy otherwise provided for those scalding pots
from purchased wood fuel. 

A second biogas generator has been constructed at the 
site of a MEREC demonstration house that is part of the 
tin mine reclama':tion project. Although the digester was 
complete, as of late 1986 operation had not yet begun 
because the demonstration house was still unoccupied. 

Human Waste Conversion Facility 

This project involved constructcn of a fermentation and 
drying system for converting humanwaste to fertilizer. In 
Phuket, human waste was collected by truck from septic 
tanks and spread untreated on open land, a costly and 
unsanitary procedure. The objective of this project was 
to reduce waste collection and disposal costs, improve 

sanitation, and convert this problem into an urban re
source. MEREC funds from AID for construction were 
supplemented by the municipality with substantial in
kind contributions, as well as the construction at city 
expenseofabuildingtostoreandprotect thedryfertilizer 
produced by the project. 
The system contains 10 tanks holding a total of 336 cubic 
meters of sludge. Each tank bears a large number on its 
side representing the day of the month it is to be filled 
from waste collection trucks. After fermenting in a tank 
for 28 days, the fermented sludge is drained into concrete 
ponds for drying. When dry, it is bagged and stored. The 
fertilizer thus produced is used on public lands and on 
lands being reclaimed at the tin mine project site. It is 
hoped eventually to be able to offer the fertilizer for sale 
to the public. 

Solid Waste Management 

This project had three components: design and installa-. 
tion of centralized waste containers, composting at the 
city dump, and design and development of a landfill. The 
purpose of the project was to improve solid waste collec
tion while reducing costs and use of transportation fuel;to convert some portion of solid waste to an urban 

resource; and to improve sanitation and efficiency of 
waste disposal, while creating urban land, by converting 
from a solid waste dump to a sanitary landfill operation. 
Prior to embarking on any of the components of this 
project, Phuket conducted an overall review and analysis
of its solid waste management operations. This resulted 
in substantial alterations in the original project and its 
timing. 
Studies indicated that modifying the network of solid 
waste containers in the city would produce only marginal
gains, and that other changes in the system would pro
duce greater savings in time and in motor fuel. For 
example, using trash collection pushcarts in areas inac
cessible to coller'. ion trucks would enable a major expan
sion in collection services and associated improvements 
in sanitation, at little additional cost. MEREC funds 
earmarked for centralized waste containers were there
fore reprogrammed for construction of 10 pushcarts.These pushcarts have now been put in service, together 
with other system modifications that will improve solid 
waste collection efficiency. 
Composting at the city dump was determined to be 
feasible, since the waste deposited there was found to 
have a high organic content. The design of a composting
operation in connection with landfill development was 
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The cover ofPhuket's MEREC Ministry ofJndusr, concerning 
"Economic Plants" study. The additional bisiness 
study was used to educate local opportunitiesin further 
businesspeople, investors, and processin- or expanded
bankers, as well as the national productionoflocalagricultural 
Board of Investment and commodities. 
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completed, but the implementation cost was found to be 
in excess of what was immediately available from 
MEREC or municipal funds. As a result, a funding
proposal was prepared and submitted to the Interna-
tional Board for Soil Research and Development at its 
regional seminar in Thailand in late 1986, where related 
proposals from other countries were also submitted,
Phuket is awaiting word on the success of its application, 
A careful review of proposals made over the years for 
upgrading Phuket's solid waste dump to a sanitary
landfill operation led to the conclusion that a new landfill 
was unnecessary. Redeveloping the existing site and 
disposal procedures would extend the life of the disposal
site, make disposal operations considerably more sani-
tary and efficient, and ultimately create usable urban 
land. Phuket is now exploring means for financing 
red ievelopment, ; e site. 

Economic Crops 

This research and development project focused on eco-
nomic development through greater use and processing 
of the products of rubber, coconut, and cashew trees. 
Studies were made of such things as manufacturing
finished products from locally produced latex, the proc-
essing of coconut wood into construction materials, and
expansion of cashew nut production. A series of private
sector opportunities were documented. 
After completion of the studies, seminars were held for 
local businesspeople, investors, and bankers to expose
them to the opportunities and the supporting data, and 
reports were sent to the national Board of Investment 
and the Ministry of Industry for circulation to potential 
investors. Although no private investment .n the pro-
posed ventures has yet taken place, there is a great deal
of continuing interest by local businesspeople in the 
reports. Indications are that the potential remains high
for private investment in the near future. As pilot
demonstrations, the municipality employed coconut 
wood in its demonstration houses and will be growing
cashew trees at the reclaimed tin mine site. 

Demonstration Housing 

Under this project, a single-family housing unit was built 
at the tin min e reclamation project site, and at another 
site within the city a single-family and a duplex unit were 
built. The unit at the tin mine site is intended for the 
family of a caretaker and is not yet occupied. The other 
units are occupied by municipal employees who are 
provided with housing or a.housing allowance by the 

government. The units were built with MEREC funds 
from AID, supplemented by in-kind contributions from 
the city for design and construction supervision. The 
units were designed by a local architect. 
The purpose of the project was to demonstrate use of 
local construction materials and energy- and resource
efficient designs for low-income but high-quality urban 
housing. The houses feature rainwater collection and 
storage systems, a biogas digester, natural cooling de
signs, and coconut wood and bamboo construction 
materials. They cost less to construct than conventional 
counterpart units and of course save their occupants 
money through resource-efficiency features. 
Demonstration tours are regularly conducted at the 
occupied houses. 

Tin Mine Reclamation 

This project demonstrates multi-purpose reclamation of 
waste land near an urban area. The waste landin this caseis an abandoned tin mine site, of which there are many in 
Thailand. The project incorporatet elements of other 
Phuket MEREC projects, including biogas digesters,
demonstration housing, rainwater collection, economic 
crops, and use of fertilizer made from human waste. 

This long-term project has three phases:
1. 	 physical survey, data collection, and analysis of the 

characteristics of the site; 
2. 	 preparation of a site development master plan and 

an implementation plan covering a 5-year period;
3. implementation.
 
The first two phases are complete, and implementation
 
is well under way. 

vn addition to MEREC funds from AID, Phuket Munici
pality has so far made substantial in-kind contributions in
 
the form ofstaff time and equipment utilization and will
 
be continuing to do so over the life of the project. The
 
Land Development Department of the Ministry ofAgri
culture has contributed approximately $9,000, both in
kind and cash; the Mineral Resources Department of the
 
Ministry of Industry has contributed over $20,000 in cash;
and the PSU Community College has contributed over
 
$160,000, both in-kind and cash, most of it through

dedication of the 70-acre site and construction of build
ings there.
 
When completed, the site will feature a fish pond, flower
 
gardens, a eucalyptus grove, cashew trees, rubber trees,
 
coconut trees, demonstration housing, a water reservoir,
 
a public park, a turf-growing area, vegetable gardens, a
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branch of the community college that includes class-
rooms and dwellings, and a pasture. The contributing
organizations, as well as the provincial government, have 
all been actively involved in planning and implementa-
tion activities, 

Graded areas, drainage culverts, experimental groves,
grassed areas, an access road, the demonstration house,
the first community college building, and several otherplanned installations are already in place, 

This project represents a model both of urban resource 
creation and of long-term interagency cooperation. 

Conclusion 

Phuket's MEREC projects, which are impressive indeed 
now, promise to deliver even greater benefits to the 
municipal government and citizens of Phuket in thefuture. Phuket, like Tacloban and Guarda, brought
together several levels of administration in an unprece-
dented cooperati -effort to strengthen local govern-
ment and to improve municipal services and the quality
ofurbanlife. Phuket demonstratedthatconcrete munici-
pal improvements serve well as focal points for intergov-
ernmental cooperation, and that suchcooperation en-
ables small municipal governments to mount large and 
complex undertakings. 
What is uniquely impressive in Phuket, however, is the 
role played by local and regional educational institutions, 

In a spirit of public service, these institutions provided
technical assistance and material contributions at cost or 
at no cost. The regional university and its Phuket 
community college branch also recognized the value to 
their own programs ofparticipating in Phuket's MEREC 
effort. They perceived that MEREC activities would 
provide a learning laboratory for their staffs and stu
dents. By offering hands-on municipal decisionmakingand project implementation experience, they strengthened their own capabilities as centers of learning in theseareas. They also understood that by supporting efforts to 
improve the municipal environment, they were ulti
mately supporting efforts to improve their own environ
ment and that of their students. The region and thecountry as a whole are benefiting from this, because 
through these institutions the lessons of Phuket'sMEREC experience are being spread to other places in 
Thailand. 
Through projects such as rainwater collection and storage, the human waste conversion facility, and the tin mine 
reclamation project, Phuket has shown how big resource 
problems often contain within them the seeds of big 
resource opportunities. The way Phuket carried out its 
MEREC activities illustrates how major energy and 
resource efficiency efforts readily serve as sources of
municipal pride, and how that pride leads to an interest 
in sharing achievements, and the means for accomplish
ing them, with other cities. Phuket's experience shows 
that MEREC principles have utility, and can be readily 
adapted, at provincial and rural government levels. 
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-77 Oppositc: Children at a Phuket Above: MEREC training in 
preschool drawing waterfron a water disribution sstet, leak 
rainwater collection urn 
designed and installed under 

detection in Phuket, Thailand. 
Sireen w'ater technicians froin 

Musiikct's MEREC effort. The four municipalities it-re trained 

" . 
school has no other source of 
water. 

under the program, and 
Phuket's water department now 

n collection regularly carries out leak 
L": Tis rainwaterdetection and repair. Photo by 
tank at a public school is 
another component of Phisket's 

City ofPhuket. 

il MEREC rainwater storage 
project. Photo by Tennessee 
Valley Authority. 
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Left: Phuket's MEREC human 
waste fermentation facility 
under construction. Collection 
trucks deposit waste collected 
daily in the tanks on the left and 
right. After fermentation, sludge
is drained into the ponds in the 
center for drying. Photo by Ciy 
of Phuket 

Above: Close view of the right 
bank offermentation tanks and 
the roof installed over the drying 
ponds. Each hatch covers a 
tank that receives waste from 
two days ofcollection. 

Opposite, upper.A team 
inspectingoperations at the 
facility. The dried material is 
used as fertilizeron public 
lands. Eventually, itwill be 
made availablefor sale to the 
public. 

7= 


Opposite, lower Fermented 
sludge in the dyingponds. The 
numbers on the sides of the 
fermentation tanks indicate the 
days of the month that waste 
collected is deposited in the 
tanks. Afterfernentingfor 28 
days the sludge is drained for 
drying. 
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• 	 Above: A completed and 
."occuied 	 du.l. MEREC 

• r "'" ' .... '* 	 ' demonstrationhcuse in Phitket. 

..... 	 'i incorporatelocal builing 

"i' :: : 	 ':; materialsand resource-
I':'-: : :I: , . " 	 ' efficiency design features, 

• 	 includingbiogas digesters, 
"" 	 ..... rainwatercollection ranks,antd 

[ natiralcooling. 

Lft: A AfEREC demonstration, U 
•, 	 houtse tinder conlstittctiotn.Photo 

by City ofiPhuket. 
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Above: hteriorof a Phuket abandoned tin mine that isAlEREC demionstrationhouse, being reclaimed for use as an 
with the proud couple that urbanresource. The burneris 
occupies i. fueledfrom a backyard biogas 
Left: A gas cookerin a digester. 

MERECdemonstrationhouse 
locatedat thesite of an 
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-. Left: A scene in an abandoned 

tgin mine area being reclaimed 
under Pluket's MEREC 
demonstrationas an urban 
resource for a variety ofuses. 
Seen here are a drainage culvert 
and a road through the area 
that is under construction. The 
area to the right will be public 
parkland and will include a 
fishingpond. 

Above: Waste collection 
pushcartsput in service under 

Phuket's MEREC effort. Solid 
waste from residential areas is 
collected in containersplaced 
on the pushcarts, and then 
deposited in central locations 
for pickup by collection trucks. 
7Tds results in substantial 
savings in money and fuelper 
cubic meter of waste collected. 
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Chapter 6 

MEREC Demonstration Policy 
and Program Lessons 

Can MEREC Be Replicated? 

The demonstration cities have adapted the "core" 
MEREC planning process to their own situations. In 
doing so, they have each brought together a wide variety 
of indigenous resources, expertise, and operating agen-
cies to solve local resource-related problems through 
technological and management innovation. Tl.-
MERECcities have designed, installed, and documented 
innovative applications of rescurce-efficient technolo-
gies and have recorded the multiple benefits to urban 
management and development (hat resulted. They have 
produced novel ideas for teaching resource awarpness. 
They have used good plans as the basis for attracting 
funds from nonmunicipal sources. They have provided 
models for forging new links among levels of govern-
ment, public institutions, and the private sector. They 
have shown how it is possible to do more with less, and 
to create quality cities. 

Because Tacloban, Guarda, and Phuket undertook their 
MEREC efforts within the framework of an AID-funded 
demonstration project, they were able to draw on forms 
of support not available to counterpart cities in develop-
ing countries. For one, AID provided an average of 
$250,000 as partial support for planning and implemen-
tation activities in each city. For another, TVA advisers 
and technical experts provided help in carrying out the 
local MEREC demonstrations. For a third, because the 
central governments had each signed a formal project 
agreement with AID, they had given at least implicit 
approval to the effort from the outset. To what extent 
does this account for the considerable achievements 
recalled above? 'Fo what extent is it possible to duplicate 
those achievements in cities that cannot draw on the same 
forms of support? 

To some extent, new MEREC cities will have to replace 
those forms of support with others. There must be some 
funding, at least for implementation, from somewhere. it 

can come from civic groups, municipal funds, private 
sector grants and investments, sales of shares to the 
public, service district funds, foreign assistance agencies, 
provincial funds, international and indigenous founda
tions, and/or national agencies. Management and tech
nical specialist assistance can be obtained from the 
private sector, other levels of government, universities or 
other research institutions, or from nongovernmental 
development organizations. Sometimes it may have to be 
purchased. And encouragement is definitely needed 
from other levels of government, especially the central 
government. If it is not already there, it must be pro
moted. 
But new MEREC cities will have advantages that 
MEREC demonstration cities did not have, and these 
will make it easier for them to obtain financial, technical, 
and intergovernmental support. These advantages will 
also make a newMEREC effort more cost-effective, and 
therefore less costly. 

The most important advantage is that MEREC is no 
longer experimental; it has been shown to work in three 
very different small-city situations. A second advantage 
is that there is now a fairly rich MEREC literature. In 
addition to the overall description of local MEREC 
demonstrations in this book, MEREC publications in
clude quarterly and annual reports recording progress 
and problems as each demonstration proceeded, techni
cal specifications of locul MEREC projects, local project 
monitoring and evaluation data, orientation and training 
rmaterials, and step-by-step guidance for a local MEREC 
effort. A third advantage is that there is now a network 
of people and institutions that have learned from the 
MEREC demonstrations and can provide help. These 
include, in addition to AID and TVA, people in each of 
the three MEREC demonstration cities. 

These are considerable advantages. The expansion of 
MEREC to seven additional cities in Portugal has al
ready given some indication of how important they are 
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for obtaining funding, technical help, and the support of 
other levels of government. There are now three models 
to build on, and as a result, new MEREC cities will have 
to undertake much less trial-and-error experimentation 
with structures and procedures. There are now some 45 
local MEREC projects that offer a rich experience with 
technologies, ways of putting them in place, and the 
results to be expected. Many of these can be directly
applied elsewhere, 

The question is not so much, "Can MEREC be repli-
cated?" Rather, it is, "What can we learn from the 
experiences of MEREC demostration cities that ill 
help in replication?" In particular, what do those expe-
riences say to policy makers and program managers
about where a MERE.. lype effort is most needed;
where it is most likely to be successful; how it can be 
undertaken at other levels; and what general guidance
should be kept in mind? 

Where Is MEREC Needed? 
MEREC is needed where urban resource Inefficiencies 
pose an obstacle to development. 
MEREC is needed where resources are used in ways that 
either constrain potential development or cause the 
growth process to be a source of problems rather than of
widespread improvements in the well-being of urban 
residents. It is especially needed where continued growth 
pressures threaten to create greater problems in the 
future. 

Unfortunately, it is not always immediately obvious that 
the main culprit with respect to a particular urban 
problem is inefficient use of a natural resource. This, 
despite the fact that urban problems are often thought of 
as resulting from insufficient availability of a natural 
resource. That is why, so commonly, "solutions"to urban 
problems cost money rather than saving it, and consume 

more resources rather than conserving them or creating 

new ones. 


Poor nutrition in Tacloban could be tackled through 
feeding programs, curative medical programs, subsidiz-
ing the price of fuelwood, and so on. Any of these may 
be necessary or appropriate; but they are costly, address 
problem manifestations rather than causes, and could
contribute to causing even greater problems in the fu-
ture. The poor quality of water service in Guarda could 
betackledsimplybypumpingmorewater. Butthiswould 
put more pressure on the antiquated water system and 
assure further water insufficiency in the near future. The 
human waste disposal problem in Phuket could have 
been helplessly ignored until the unlikely time when 

funds could be found to install a sanitary sewer system
and waste treatment plant in the city.
Because the demcnstration cities started with a review of 
resource use rather thanby identifying "problems," they
discovered that to a significant degree problems that 
concerned them were the result of inefficient resource 
use. Yes, there were resource insufficiencies and prob
lemsthat were not resource related,but MERECpartici
pants came to see that often solutions were to be found 
in using resources already available more efficiently.
In Tacloban idle urban land was made available so that 
people could improve their nutrition levels through their 
own efforts. In Guarda saving water through public 
awareness and leak repair was made a central part of the 
solution to its water problem. In Phuket human waste 
was converted to fertilizer and became a financial re
sourcefor thecityandaproductionresourcefor farmers. 
Tacloban's long-term MEREC experience has shown 
that 
o 	 resource efficiencyaids commerce, createsjobs, and 

generates new private enterprise opportunities;
 
* 
 efficiency in water and electricity distribution in

creases the financial viability of the utilities, resulting 
in better service for less cost; 

anienergy-efficiency approach to transportation
planning also benefits commerce; 

e 	 an energy-efficiency approach to municipal opera
tions saves enormous amnunts of money, enabling 
local government to provide better service; 

e 	 resourceefficiencymakespossibleimproveddietsat 
virtually no monetary cost and therefore stands to 
benefit the poor greatly. 

It is safe to say that in any city where there are problems

of lagging employment and enterprise creation, inade
quate municipal service provision, insufficient cost re
covery by utilities, pollution, low productivity, or high

public welfare costs, major improvements are likely to be
 
possible through greater resource efficiency. These are
 
places where MEREC is needed.
 
MEREC is needed where there is no coordinated local
 
development management.
 

If public sector capabilities are not brought to bear on
 
stimulating and accommodating local development,

development cannot be expected; or 
it cannot be ex
pected to happen as rapidly and efficiently as it might, or 
it cannot be expected to provide the benefits that it might.
Public sector capabilities cannot be brought to bear very
effectively unless they are coordinated. Through their 
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policies, procedures, and actions, all public agencies,
whether they recognize it or not, influence development,
In the absence of coordination, each public sector agency
concludes that development is not its responsibility or
else it pursues development in accordance with its own
interests, priorities, perceptions, and approaches,
Whatever the results, they will certainly amount to far 
less development than is possible. 

In the three MEREC demonstration cities there was,
prior toMEREC, no experience with planning to achieve 
broad objectives or with allocating given resources 
among alternatives to achieve such objectives. These are 
skills needed to coordinate development management,
and these are skills acquired through experience by the
MEREC demonstration cities. MEREC is needed 
where there is no overall framework that lends develop-
ment consistency to the operations of agencies with 
different functions in the municipality. 

MEREC Is needed where Improved Interagency COOP-
eration would strengthen development and decentrall-

Decentralization of administrative, revenue-generating,
and technical capacity has been declared a major theme 
of development in many developing countries. The
historical evidence is that decentralization can hasten 
development. Yet it is quite often the case that decen-
tralization efforts proceed little beyond the declaration. 
This is because higher authorities naturally resist devo-
lution of authority, resources, and capacity to lower levels 
unless convinced of the capability at lower levels to
exercise them effectively and in a manner consistent with 
national interests. For their part, lower levels ofgovern-
ment are often uncertain of their actual latitude because 
theyget mixed signals from higher levels. Moreover, theytend not to leap to exercise greater latitude because they 
have limited local management experience and technical
skills. 

In the MEREC demonstration cities, all levels of govern-
ment, as well as others, worked together successfully, if 
not entirely without moments of friction. The coopera-
tion was remarkable initself and made possible remark-
able achievements. In all three cities the interagency 
cooperation initiated or strengthened under theMEREC demonstration continues, and in some caseshas intensified.Wih 

As a result, these cities have permanently taken on
expanded responsibilities for their own management,
development, and welfare. In Portugal the regional 

commission has also taken on expanded responsibilities
and has strengthened its technical capabilities. Central
and provincial/regional agencies, in working with local 
governments, have found out just what local capabilities
exist, discovered roles for themselves in helping to
strengthen them, and discovered they have something to 
learn from local governments. They have also discovered 
that decentralization does not result in less for them to 
do, but in their being able to do more. 
MEREC helped bring this about by requiring involve
ment of all le-,-ls of government, as well as the private
sector, from the outset. In every case, the participation
ofall agencies that stood to gain from MEREC, or were
important to planning or implementation of MEREC 
projects, was sought early in the planning process.
MEREC was made a joint endeavor involving local
insight, creativity, and planning, combined with the capa
bilities of provincial and national government agencies, 
as well as of other organizations. MEREC also helpedbring about interagency cooperation by providing a 
common focus for all participants. That focus was-
improving the process of development by improving
efficiency in local resource use. 
The breadth ofparticipation and the focus on a common 
concern enabled representatives of many different agen
cies to see, as MEREC progressed, the benefits of 
cooperation for them and areastheir of operation.
Where development is needed, decentralization is 
needed;.where decentralization is needed, interagency
cooperation is needed; where interagency cooperation is 
needed,eachagencyhastoperceiveitselfasinvolvedand
 
benefitingfrom cooperation. Where experience with this 
is needed, MEREC is needed. 

Where Can MEREC Work? 

MEREC can work In small cities. 
The MEREC demonstration cities fanged in population
size from 40,000 to 100,000. There is no reason to believe
that MEREC could not be adapted to cities somewhat 
above or below this range. The MEREC approach was 
never tried in a truly large city, but it is unlikely tosucceed 
there. 
Without doubt, many of the basic MEREC principlesu do tmn ofte ascM R p nip s
apply to big cities also--principles such as broad participation, analysis by resource and implementation by
sector, and a focus on development through greater 
resource efficiency. The core MEREC planningprocess, 
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however, is likely to require modification beyond the 
point where any resemblance to the original remains, 
MEREC was specifically designed to take advantage of
conditions often found in small cities bul. not in large 
ones. These include the ability to improve resourceefficiency significantly through relatively modest meas-
ures, and relatively accessible and flexible administrative 
structures. 

Together, these sm all-city cl iaracteristics mean that with 
modest funds, anumber of relatively small-scale projects 
can be carried out quickly and can have a major and
lasting impact. The MEREC core process isbuilt aroundthis. 

Because there can be many projects, a number of re-
sources can be addressed, and there is reason to involve 
many sectors. Because administrative structures are 
accessible and flexible, leaders are close to city problems, 
see each other often, can handle many matters through
informal mechanisms, and are very visible. The result is 
the 	ability to involve many participants in MEREC,
develop a municipal-wide strategy, and move from plan-
ning to implementation in less than a year. The advan-
tages of not having the constraints of a large, formalized,
bureaucratic structure are complemented by the per-
formance motivation resulting from visibility, 
For this reason, a MEREC city must not only be a
secondary or smaller citybut must also have some degree 
of formal democratic leadership and administrative latitude. The threc demonstrations revealed MEREC to be 

dmontraionsrevaletude 	Th thee MERC t bepotentially significant in local politics. This created an 
incentive for performance and forgiving MEREC and its 
message even higher visibility. The incentive isremoved 
if there is no elected leadership, and it is frustrated if 
elected leadership really has no latitude in municipal
affairs. 
Beyond this, MEREC seems adaptable to the adminis-
trative, economic, and resource circumstances of any
small city. The demonstration cities had very different
local, regional, and national administrative systems; and 
they had different types of relationships with regional/
provincial and national agencies. Their climates, cul
tures, histories, and economic bases were very different.
Their resource problems were different, their technical 
capacities were different, and their degrees of latitude 
and access to funding were different. Before MEREC,
all that these developing country cities had in common 
was that they were smaller cities with elected officials 
who had a measure of responsibility for municipal
management. 

MEREC can work where local leadership is prepared to 
sustain a serious effort to improve management of city 
resources. 
Under the MEREC approach, responsibility for project
Undet monsmet 	 rprojectmanagement, monitoring, and assessment remains with 
local officials and other leaders. The MEREC Steering
Committee draws on and involves other institutions andlevels of government but does not relinquish responsibil
ity for achieving MEREC purposes to them. This places 
a burden on local participants that goes beyond their 
normal workload and continues for some time. 
Local government officials, private sector representa-L cl g v r m n fi ilp iaes co e r s natives, and others must work their way through theMEREC planning process together. In doing so, they 
must establish and support new ways of communicating
and relating with other levels of government and with 
nongovernmental organizations. They must look for
funding mechanisms, conceive and work with new ideas, 
oversee detailed planning and implementation ofnumer
ous projects, and attend to project monitoring and re
porting. And all this, while sustaining and refining a 
cohesive framework of coordination. 

These things must be done to improve management of 
city resources. If they are not done, MEREC will not
work. Because they require a sustained effort, they willnot be done if there is not a serious commitment. Local
leadership in a MEREC city must be of theaware 
magnitude of the task they are undertaking, as well as of 
the benefits of a successful effort; they must believe theyare up to it; and they must want to do it. 

Although it may not be necessary, there are many ways
of testing for degree of commitment. Experience with 
selection of cities for the MEREC demonstration sug
gests the following as a good basis: 
* Be certain there has been adequate orientation so 

that local officials understand the burdens and 
benefits of MEREC. 

* 	 Establish a competitive framework for selection 
among candidate cities. 

* 	 Initiate the MEREC effort with a signed agreement
that spells out the minimum amount of cash, time,
services, and equipment that will be provided by the 
city at least during the planning phase.

A sincere and serious initial commitment cannot be 
counted on to sustain itself over the life of a MEREC 
effort, however. The commitment must be reinforced by 
a broad range of rewards as MEREC progresses. These 
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rewards could take the forms of political, personal, sustaining the planning process during the long period
financial, psychological, and work satisfaction, when there is nothing to show for one's efforts except
MEREC can work where there is a desire at all levels to documents. It is as well a strong incentive for the creativepursuit of additional funding from other sources.
 
decentralize administrative authority and capacity. pusiofadtnlfnigfrmthrorc.
decraleds tcapacty auort aity. anage-ndcalp In the MEREC demonstrations, the availability of fundsMEREC builds tbe capacity for local planning, manage-	 for projcct implementation was also a powerful incentive 
ment, and project implementation. This seems to result for embracing an intersectoral planning process. In the 
in a considerable taste for local self-determination. If abscnce of a planning process that involved key urban 
other levels of government truly encourage decentraliza- sec e on a to aloce the fndold hation, they will encourage the exercise of local self-deter-	 sectors, the only way to allocate the funds would havemition Ifothe of silleouraetheexercis ltoca rg been through competitive shouting and arguing, with an
ruination. If other levels ofgovernment do not encourage assured residue of acrimony. Mayors of MEREC cities
decentralization, whatever their official policies, were generally grateful for the MEREC requirement of 
MEREC will not work. a strategy and action plan, and for an orderly process forIn Tacloban the MEREC administrative framework was 	 determining the allocation of funds. 
one in which municipal officials and local representatives Thus, some implementation funding must be guaranteed
of other levels of government were generally resionsible somehow from the outset. If possible, while limited to
for different major aspects of city management and use within the MEREC framework, there should be no
development. While there was reasonably good commu- restrictions on the sectors or types of activities for which
nication among them, there was no precedent for a 	 they are used. In the MEREC demonstrations AID 
sustained collective effort. In Guarda there was only a wanted to encourage broad resource and sectoral cover
minimal local technical capacity, and heavy reliance was 
placed on subregional, regional, and national sources of age, and so upper limits were placed on the amount of 
management and technical assistance. In Phuket the implementation funds that could be allocated to asingle
municipality operated under the close supervision of local resource-efficiency project.
provincial agencies, and its own staff were employees of Another aspect of assuring that plans can be imple
the Ministry of Interior. mented, and will serve to strengthen planning and im-
The three cases are different, but it is easy to see that in 	 plementation capabilities in the future, is limiting them 
all of them, if provincial/regional or national agencies to manageable numbers, scales, and scopes. There was 
did not support decentralization, the MEREC effort a tendency among MEREC demonstration cities to 
would have been undermined. In fact, in all three cases identify more projects thanwas necessary or possible. Inagencies at higher levels were strengthened throughMEREC. 	 some cases projects completely beyond local capabilitieswere initially considered. 

It is true that MEREC can work where there is a desire 	 All three cities went through processes of consolidating,at all levels to decentralize administrative authority and reducing, and modifying the projects in their original
capacity. It is also true that MEREC cannot work where MEREC Action Plans. Perhaps it is beneficial to the
there is opposition to decentralization. There is, how- learning process to do so. In any case, in the MEREC 
ever, a frequently foundbetween-ground, where decen- demonstrations local Steering Committees had the 

tralization is supported in principle, but there are reser- benefit ofTVA advisers, who offered friendly, objective,
vations about moving forward with it. In cases like these, and respected outside voices. Had the MEREC cities 
MEREC, if:ntroduced with special caution and care, can planned for projects they later found themselves unablebe used as a vehicle for promotinginteragency coopera-	 to implement for reasons of their own limitations, 

tion and the decentralization it engenders. 	 MEREC would not have worked. 
Some mechanism is thus required in a MEREC effort toMEREC can work where there Is some assurance that 	 provide such a friendly, objective, and respected outside

plans can be Implemented. voice, if needed. That same voice should encourage 
An important part of the capacity building that takes experimentation and projects that challenge existing
place through MEREC happens via the process of capabilities, even while speaking for a measure of re
making careful plans and then implementing them and straint to assure that projects are of implementable
seeing the results. This is an enormously rewarding 	 number, scale, and scope. The voice can be that of a 
experience. The assurance that at least some plans will central or regional government adviser not directly asso
be implemented thus constitutes a strong incentive for ciated with any of the other agencies participating in 
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MEREC; that ofa university faculty member requested
to play the role; that of a nongovernmental development
representative or a consultant hired for the job; or even 
that of the mayor of another municipality. Ideally, the 
voice would be that of the mayor of the MEREC city. 

How Can MEREC Be Undertaken 
at Other Levels? 

MEREC can be undertaken piecemeal, in rural areas, at 
the provincial or regional level, or at the national level, 
The MEREC demonstration project was, as the name 
states, aimed at cities. But spinoffs from the formal 
demonstration have already shown that, with modifica-
tions, MEREC-type efforts can be undertaken at other 
levels. 

As mentioned earlier, the core MEREC process wasspecifically designed to take advantage of conditionsoften found in small cities, but not in large ones. These 

conditions can be adequately duplicated in smallerplaces, such as rural towns. They probably cannot beadequately duplicated in larger places, such as heavily 

ted 	in arge sucadeq ate y dplic pl ces as hea ilympopulated or geographically extensive provinces, or in 
big cities. MEREC spinoffs have so far included thefollowing. 
follPic l aregional" 	 Piecemeal application of MEREC by other cities. 

Other cities in both the Philippines and Thailandspcaietchclassan.Oheremutie i tha theyP pines aan andhave emulated what they saw in Tacloban and 
Phuket as best they could, by tackling a single 
resource problem. They have attempted to achieve 
more interagency coordination, but with only one or 
two agencies from other levels of government; and
they have involved more than one municipal depart-
ment in theeffort. Ofseveral known cases, it appears 
that most of them will eventually produce a single
innovative local energy-efficiency project, and little 
beyond that. These cities acted on their own initia-
tive and received no outside assistance. 

* 	 Ruralapplicationof MEREC in 7hailand'sDecen-
tralizedDevelopentMattnageentProject(DDMP).

tralzedopm nteve anag men Pr jec (D MP)To adapt MEREC to rural administrative areas, thisproject calls for narrowing the focus somewhat in 
terms of the numbers and types of resources and 
sectors dealt with by local governments. It also calls 
for extensive management and technical support byhigher levels of government and regional universi-
ties. 

" 	 Regionalapplicationof MERECin centralPortugal,
andProvincialapplicationin Phuket Province. In 

Portugal MEREC is not being applied at the re
gional level as such; rather, seven new MEREC 
cities have been established within a single adminis
trative region. The regional commission and 
subregional technical offices constitute the basic 
source of management and technical support for all
the cities. In Thailand the Phuket MEREC experience is being used as the basis for a pilot coastal 

'resources management project on Phuket Island. 
However, the effort is focused on a single category of resource. Extensive governmental and specialized
technical support are built into the project. 

* 	 National application in Thailand. Thailand's 
DDMP project encompasses 36 local rural govern
ments in 9 provinces throughout the country. The 
project offers some insights into what might be 
required if MEREC were to be launched in many 
cities throughout a country. A central office for thenational project works closely with the four ministries jointly providing principal support to the par

ticipating localgovernments. It serves as a nationalcoordinating office, information exchange, center,and mechanism for bringing the benefits of econo

ies of scale to local efforts. MEREC committeesae estal e t local urMal er nm etees 
are established at the local rural government level.Nongovernmental development organizations and 

universities are being enlisted to providespecialized technical assistance. 

Thus, while MEREC can apparently be adapted to manylevels, the concentration, even at higher levels, has so far 
remained on smaller areas. When management and 
technical support were not available, as in the emulating
cities in the Philippines and Thailand, or when a larger 

area was being considered, as in Thailand's coastal 
resources management project, the focus was narrowed 
sharply. 
This suggests that in areas where the basic requirements
for MEREC as such are not available, a good way to start 
may be by addressing a single resource, sector, or re
source issue, and using that experience to build a process
that in time can address a broader range of resource and
developm ent concerns. 

MEREC can be undertaken at other levels If an appro
priate MEREC management system is established and
responsive management and technical assistance are 
provided.
The MEREC approach is a learning-based approach, 
meant to build local management, development, andresource-efficiencycapabilities. The core MERECplan
ning process encourages municipal leadership and staffs 
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to take on new kinds of challenges: it establishes a basic sourcesuring a of management and 	technicalsequence of activities and a cooperative planning envi- specialist support that is responsive to the 	MERECronment that lead naturally to new types and areas of process. Responsiveness to the MEREC process meansactivity that are not beyond reach, but that require 	 that assistance must be consistently available throughoutstretching; and it provides for immediate application of 
lessons learned, as well as rewards, 	

the process, be both encouraging and responsive to 
locally determined needs, and aim to transfer as much 

The experiences of the MEREC demonstration cities capacity as possible to local government while providingmakeit clear that in addition to theMEREC coreprocess help. MEREC spinoffs in Thailand and Portugal offerand assurance of implementation, MEREC 	cities re- some ideas in this regard.
 
quire an appropriate MEREC management system and
 
two types of help in meeting the new challenges: manage-
 Overall Lessons of the 
ment assistance and technical specialist assistance. Oeral emonstoftthn
 
Management assistance is needed to help with new types 
 MER EC Demonstrations 
of accounting, contracting, administering, monitoring,evaluating, and coordinating. Technical specialist assis-	 Resource efflclency Is an Important municipal govern.ment concern, and resource management Is a soundtance is needed to help with the planning process and the focus for urban development management.
aspects of MEREC that require specialized technical
 
skills not otherwise available. The providers of manage-
 MEREC has shown that resource efficiency 	is a legitiment and technical specialist assistance are the source of mate and important municipal government concerna large po:tion of the new information and skills that are because it benefits public and private sectors, improveslearned at the municipal level through MEREC. welfare, and accounts for the collective future. It has also
The three MEREC demonstrations have illustrated shown that improved management of urban resources 
many ways that management and technical specialist increases development opportunities.

support can be obtained by and provided to a MEREC 
 The demonstration cities have provided concrete cxcity. In addition to advisers from TVA, MEREC demon- amples of how, through a resource-efficiency approachstration cities drew on national, regional, subregional, and relatively modest measures, waste management canprovincial, and service-district agencies, private sector be provided better and less expensively; water and elecgroups, consulting firms, nongovernmental development tricity supply can be made more dependable in both theorganizations, individual consultants, universities, non- short and the long run; revenue collections for publicprofit research and education organizations, 	and other services can be improved; higher levels of health, nutrisources for both management and technical specialist tion, and sanitation can be achieved; traffic congestionassistance. Whatever sources were ultimately tapped, can be reduced; agriculture can be incorporated into cityhowever, a basic source of support was established space and life; pollution can be reduced; municipal costsbefore MEREC was actually launchcd in any city. can be lowered and new sources of revenue can be 
The source was different ineach case, reflecting the created; new projects can be identified; funding can beamount and ti of support needed,the sources avail-

yp 	
attracted; commercial activitycanbe expanded; manage
ment can be improved; and development opportunitiesable, and the administrative system of each country. In can be created. These are certainly important municipal

Tacloban the basic source of assistance in addition to
TVA was agroup of local offices ofnational agencies that government concerns.
had agreed to participate and provide this assistance. In The core MEREC process works.Guarda it was a regional agency in combination with a The main elements ofthe core MEREC process, at their
subregional agency. In Phuket it was a regional univer- simplest, are:
sity. In addition, the three cities establishedvery different s ip l vig fro
MEREC management systems, which in part reflected involving from the outset everyone needed for thedifferent ways of coordinating the support. In fact, process to work;Phuket used one management mechanism for planning 	 e addressing problems through their resource andand another for implementation, resource-efficiency contexts; 
When MEREC is adapted to levels other than the e using facts as the basis for strategy, strategy as themunicipal level, thought has to be given to adapting the basis for an Action Plan, and an Action Plan as theMEREC management structure accordingly and to as- basis for individual projects; 
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* 	 organizing implementation of projects by conven- tubing, and drive his wife to work. Some of the innovational urban sectors; tions in Tacloban's MEREC housing demonstration 
e monitoring, evaluating, and disseminating lessons were inspired by this. In Phuket the simple technologylearned from MEREC activity, used for turning human waste to soil conditioner was first

observed in another city. In Guarda using local buildingAll 	three demonstration cities made use 	of a matrix
format for summarizing 	

materials involves the revival and spread of constructionthe 	MEREC Strategy and techniques and s!cills known in the area for generations.
MEREC Action Plan. Most MEREC participants hadexperience with numerical tables, but not with the matrix MEREC's principaljob was providing the framework foras an analytical tool. A matrix that showed resources identifying needs and then locating and adapting thealong the top and urban sectors along the side allowed technologies so as to put them to work in the city.them not only to consider relationships between each resource and each sector, but as well to consider each The most important and lasting gains may be thosesector in terms ofall its resource relationships, and each people touched by MEREC. 
resource in terms of all its sectoral interactions; and this
could be seen all at once. Certainly, in the demonstration cities MEREC produced
Some participantswho were for the first time exposed tothe matrixasan intellectual planning toolacted as though immediate concrete benefits. Without doubt, thesebenefits will continue and compound in the years aheadthey had just learned a new language, suddenly express as the cities grow and as the spread-effects from localing everything in marix terms. In the MEREC cities the demonstration projects mature. But the most important 

matrix became something of an "in" joke among disseminators ofa resource-efficiencyapproachtourban
MEREC participants, with lunch-time merriment often management and development, of resource-efficiency
centered around the most ridiculous use of a matrix. technologies, and there ultimately of resource-effi
With all that, it was seriously appreciated and may have ciency benefits, are likely to be people who have been 
been indispensable to the MEREC process. associated with MEREC in the demonstration cities. 
The three MEREC demonstrations have shown the core That is why MEREC in any city should be as inclusive as 
MEREC process to be adaptable to a variety of munici- possible in terms of both direct participants and peoplepal situations, and to produce good results cost effec- who come into contact with its activities.tively. Many of the MEREC participants in the demonstration 
For the most part, needed technologies cities underwent profound attitudinal changes over theare already life of the project. They acquired attitudes about theavailable in developing countries, importance and power of a resource-efficiency orienta-
Most of the technologies put in place in the MEREC tion as a basis for city management and developmentdemonstration cities were already available in their planning that they will carry throughout their careers.countries, or the skills to develop them were available. Theyhave come to see resource efficiency as the basis forOften, local resource-efficiency projects were derivatives development rather than an obstacle to development.
of similar projects at work elsewhere in the country. 
 They have also acquired skills in analysis, management,What MEREC provided more than anything else was a coordination, cooperation, and monitoring/evaluationframework for bringing those technologies and skills to that will benefit their communities wherever they workbear on urban management and development in the city. and whatever they do in the years to come. Instances of 
In the Philippines a few MEREC participants visited a transmission of MEREC ideas in this way have alreadyprovince where they saw a farmer who grew soil-enrich- emerged from the MEREC demonstrations.ing azola in his rice paddies, thereby tripling his rice Continuing and compounding gains come also from theyields. He would skim off the highly nutritious azola and ordinary people who were touched by MEREC.fatten hispigs with it and would wash the pig manure into 	

The 
demonstration housing occupants and the urban farmersa biogas digester that provided household cooking and in Tacloban, the staff of the water distribution system inlighting fuel. The farmer had modified his motorcycle Guarda, and the schoolchildren benefiting from a rainengine such that each morning he would fill up an inner water collection system in Phuket are examples of thetube with gas from the digester, throw it over his shoul- hundreds ofpeople in each city who have learned imporder, mount his cycle, connect the valve of the inner-tube tant MEREC lessons. Manyof them are certain to applyto the carburetor of the cycle with a piece of rubber those lessons to improve their own lives and life in their 
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communities in the future. Some have already done so. 
They are certain as well to teach those lessons to others, 
Much of the discussion in this book has been about 
elements of the MEREC demonstrations: the structures,
interagency arrangements, procedures, projects, and re-
suits. It should be understood that behind these elements 

there stand people. The aim in a MEREC effort is not 
so much to get people to bring MEREC to life. Rather, 
it is to use MEREC as means for reaching people; for 
reaching them and providing them with opportunities to 
improve their lives, their surroundings, their communi
ties, their local governments, and their futures. 

no 



Appendix A 

For More Information 
For more information about the MEREC action-re-
search and demonstration project, about MEREC in anyof the demonstration cities, or about MEREC literature, 
write to: 
Eric Chetwynd, Jr., Acting Director
Bureau for Science and Technology 


Office of Rural Development 
SA-18, Room 608
U.S. Agency for International Development
Washington, D.C. 20523 
U.S.A. 

or 

James Gober, Chief 
ONRED/DPS 
Tennessee Valley Authority 
Old City Hall Building (1G96) 
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902 
U.S.A. 

The following are MEREC contacts for each of the 
demonstration countries. 

The Honorable Emmanuel K. Vos0 MayorMayor's Office 
: 

City HallTacloban City, eyteL 

Philippines 

Dr. Manuel Carlos Lopes Porto
 
Presidente da Comissao de Ccordenacao da Regiao


Centro
 

Rua Bernardim Ribeiro, 80 
3000 CoimbraP oug a 
Portugal 
The Honorable Charoen Kiattikul, Vice-Mayor 
Phuket Municipality 
Phuket 
Thailand 



Appendix B 

MEREC Bibliography 
Each of the three MEREC demonstration cities has 
published a large number and wide variety of MEREC 
maLerials. These include Resource Situation Reports;MERECStrategyandMERECActionPland 

detailed implementationworkplan, technicaldesign, and 
financial documents related to individual local resource-
efficiency projects; special studks; maps; public educa-
tion brochures and booklets, including specifications for
replicating certain resource-efficiency projects; and 
monitoring/evaluation reports. Readers interested in 
anyofthese, or in knowing more about anyspecific aspect
of one of the three demonstrations, are referred to
appendix A. 

Bendavid-Val, Avrom. "Resource-Efficient Cities." 
NationalDevelopment, January/February 1986. 

Cartwright, John M. MEREC Project Implementation
Review (TVA), quarterly from January, 1985 to 
present. 
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(AID Office of Public Affairs), July/August 1983. 
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Frontlines(Aid Bureau for External Affairs), June 
1986. 

Office of the City Mayor, City of Tacloban. "Special 

Report: MEREC Tacloban, Philippines--Update 
'85." City ofTaclobanAnnual Report 1985. Taclo-
ban Philippines: Office of the Cty Mayor, 1985. 

Punyaratabandhu-Bhakdi, Suchitra. "Managing Energy
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Report." USAID/Bangkok, 1985. 
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